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SURVEY OF POLITICAL IMPRISONMENT

The Research Department commissioned Mrs. Margot Levy to examine the
information on certain countries available in the files at the London office,
and then put it into a concise and easily comprehensible form. The project
was referred to as the pilot scheme of the Survey of Political I risonment.

It covers the following countries:

Indonesia, Singapore, Taiwan; Greece, the German Democratic Republic,
Spain, U.S.S.R.; Iran; Brazil and Paraguay.

Each country is examined under the following headings:

I. Number of prisoners.

The total number of prisoners, and the proportion believed
to be prisoners of conscience.

The number of prisoners adopted or under investigation by
Amnesty groups.

Recent political developments which explain the detention of the
majority of prisoners.

III. An analysis of the prisoners, indicating their political
affiliation and (where appropriate) ethnic group and social class.

IV. The Legal Framework.

The laws under which most prisoners are detained.
Judicial procedure.
Administrative detention.
House arrest.
Exile.
Restrictions on freedom of movement as a separate
or supplementary penalty.
The Death Penalty.

V. Prison Conditions.

The information in this survey is believed to be correct u to
5 April 1972.

We should be glad if Amnesty members commented on this experimental
project, and let us know for what purposes - work for their prisoners, publicity,
their own general information - they have used it, and whether there are
additional items they wish to be included.

Zbynek Zeman
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I. NUMBER OF POLITICALJRISONERS,
1. Total number of political acisoners: It is estimated that between 200,000

and 250,000 prisozers Wt70 areested in 1965-66, following an attempted
left-wing coup on•..* Seatmber 1965 and the subsequent violent purge of
suspected Communist ?arty (PKI) suprorcers, By the end of 1971 Amnesty
estimated the number:: ,:ietained at approximately 70,000. This is a higher
estimate ahan official figures (30,C00 in September 1971)9 but even these
vary consideraUy are aee often confeeed and contradictory, The purge of
suspected commJniscs hes contenued since the events of 1965-66, and several
thousand people have beer wrested in eaeh subsequent year, a high point
being the period praeedins the general election of July 1971. Estimates
for the number so detained are not available. It must be appreciated in
considering both the Indonesian Government's statements and Amnesty's
estimates that it is difficult to obtain accurate statistics of any kind
in Indonesia.

The overwhelming majority of political prisoners are prisoners of conscience,

Only a handful of those detained Look env artlin planning or carrying out
the murder of the eix generals which the attempted coup of
September 1965, or in later armed resistance.

ii. Number of adopted oriseners: 55.Comparatively few adopLions have so far been made because individual
adoption has seemed less appropriate than negotiations on behalf of the
political prisonets as a whole. Another important factor which limited
individual adoption was the feae that intervention from abroad might
cast further suspicloa on ehe prisoners concerned and so delay the
possibility of their being released,

II. RECENT POLITICAL DEVEUIPMaNTS
The Republic of Indonesie consins of an archipelago of some 3,000 islands

with an estimated population oa an million (1971). The islands were
administered as a colony by the Dutch from the slatteenth century; they were
occupied by Japan daring the Secoed World War, and Dutch attempts to re-institute

colonial rule after 1945 wore strongly resistedn Independence was proclaimed ia

1945) but the IndonesiAn Republic attained international recognition
only in 1949 after e foue-yeer war of independence; in the same year Sukarno

became the Republic's first Yresiaent.
Since 1949, Indonesia has attempted three political systems in an effort to

create the political and ecoeomic stability necessary for the survival of a
large, diverse and radically underdeveloped country. In 1956, parliamentary

democracy gave way tc 'guided detmcracy' under the increasingly autocratic
leadership of President bukareo, who withdrew from the United Nations, based his

foreign policy on fervene anti-imperialism, and pursued a pclicy of
'confrontation (undeclared waefere) against Malaysia in an attempt to annex the

north Borneo states. The Indonesian Communist Party (PKI), with a membership

of three million and a claimed following of a further fourteen million, was the

largest Communst movemeet outside Ruseia or China, the only legal Communist

Party (with the exception of North Vietnam) in South-East Asia and exerted a
growing influence on Sukaroo's policy. The PKI's growing strength and alignment

with Peking - combined with treditional Islamic prejudice against the
Indonesian Chinese minority - eacouraged fears among the Muslim community and

among military lenders that communism would become the dominant political force

in the country,
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a_ eeptam;:er 1965 six prominent generals were murdered by a a,rcea-. e71
left--aie:, officers led by Colonel Uateng; it was assumed that th:.y eare
al 'AehaliZ of tbe PXI, Th2 Army retaliated by taking over rEIZeatiae 7a)e'em
thrnuahuet the Repablic. A purge ef PKI officials Lad supporter!: wai
inetiteeed, The military action initiated a wave of aorular revanahisai ee:
indietc:riminate killing, during which at least 300,000 commeeiste e-
comee.uist sympathisers were murdered. By the timn the PKI was offi.aLelly
prooeribed in March 1966, 250,000 political pr soners were in detenaon -Js
•3eapected meml3erz of the PKI or its supporting organisatioes3 tneste hae
centheued or a substantial scale.

TLe riaht-wing goverrmant which has controlled Indonesia .7iaea 165,
when (nnera: Seharto became head of the Executive, hac soeght ta- obtain
intaaJatioail :eecgnition and aid froz Japan and the West. In 1055 MaInteael
was almost bankrent and one of the new regime's first p-eioait*es was the
vedactiea of government spenaing - including the abandonment of Oukarno's

Ir.dicse paojezes for prestige public expenditure - and the seabilisat4en
Can rereeh. Sy 1970 stringent fiscal controls on spending end aaedit eee
hnlpea •u secure a moratorium on lareign debts - both the Weaten pow•re ave
zh• Gc.".;R ha-1 agreed to the rencheduling of debts over a thirty yea: lieeriaa.
Leifer. had declined from 1140% in 1966 to 12% in 1970. and at7.are ha;
ee eal•e4e in output in all cectors of the economy; howe-eer, uaernYoiLaaa
ia h):* aad wages are low - the average per capita than-- in 1271 roe;
tic a:r annem,Ti.. Suharto Government has sueeeeded in geialre
eeecea.%ta'en, reveraing Su'earno's policy of isolation from the Wr3t, e•l 'aae
aeteiaed substaatial financial aid a-el feee'al ia-acee -e - a

2urepe, Australia and Japan. The present Government eae
eajia •laa eountry on a programme of economic stability. Tlx elimeeeeeeec
ce•taaeism is ea explicet and major point of policy. Althoegh it ceale ea aa:.e.
xeeh eeneidershle Islamic support, the Government has avoided thc eetLema
tbeaaraic position of the Muslim right wing, In July 1971 aleetiaeae ree
loild for the first time since la:Li, resulting in a majoriey fc-: the
apereved Calker organisation of 2ST out of the 360 seats conecsaad.
100 seats are filled by Presidential nominees, many of them represaatativee YE
the ...mad Farces. Members of the PKI or its mass organisaeione were prohal!laa :
fro,a starAing tor election or voting, a large number of alleasd Communiat
eympethieers were detained in the months before the election, while 1eall3sceef.
soma contesting parties complained that their cupporters had been intimidaeeea

A1thoegh fear of Chinese influence, accentuated by the Peking orientetIon
of the PIT, was an additional factcr in the purges of 1365-66, action was era.
then directed at individual Chinese. But in 1967 there was widespread
di .:rimination and violence agninst the Chinese community (2,4% of the
pcpulatior2 a minority group which had traditionally been resented by seetia:n
of thc population for economic es well as religious reasons. Mere wee a teee
of violence against Chinese persons and property. More than 50,000 0:lineee
peasaets.were evicted from their homes in Kalimantan, supposedly on the geoonte
that they sympathised with the local guerilla movements, and in llarth Sematra,
a seronaly Mu.7.im area, 10,000 Chinese were expelled from the region and
internee in Medan to await 'repatriation' to China - this aroup did tot haat.:
IladrneaLan citizenship though they were long-standing residents, and weae
oJ!•ieially described as 'voluntary emigrants'. Approximately 4,020 7er2
t'Zklq ehe People's Republic of China on Chinese ships; the oaheaT hav:.
tene'L•ed in Medan. The situation of those Chinese (approximately Tio,caa)
T7h3de not have Indonesian citizenship, remains insecure; appreximately
250):!0 have mainland •Chinese nationality while 500,000 are techaica7Ily
stateless.



III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

Detention policy is based on the assumption that the PKI planned the 1963
coup attempt, using Cclonel Untung as its instrument; individual responsibility
therefore falls not only on the leadership but on Party officials and even do'll
through the organisation to ordinary PKI members. Someone who held office :n
the PKI or SOBSI (the communist-influenced Trade Union Federation) or GERWANI
(the PKI womens' organisation) is therefore said to have been 'involved' in
Untung's attempt to take power, sometimes called the 30th September Movement.
The prisoners have therefore been classified into one of three categories
according to the believed degree of their commitment to the communist movement -
and thus their 'involvement' in the 1965 coup plan. The classification process
is carried out by military screening teams who investigate a detainee's. past
political activities and affiliations and allocate him to Category.'A!,. 'B';
or 'C'. There is no review or appeal mechanism and the procedure is wholly
non-judicial. The.principles of.the classification,process were officially
set out-in 1969. Prisoners in Category A (those for whom the military
authorities claimed they had evidence of "direct involvement" in the coup
attempt) would be charged and tried; Category B prisoners, regarded ascommittedmarxists but for whom there was 'insufficient evidence' for legal
proceedings, would be deported to permanent exile on the island of Buru and
elsewhere, Category C prisoners, who were merely suspects, would be gradually
released. According to Amnesty's records; .there were in 1971 between 75,000
and 90,000 prisoners, of whom 5,000 prisoners were in Category A, 10-15,000 in
Category B, and 30,000 in Category C. There were in addition some 30-40,000
prisoners (Category X) who had not been classified, many of whom had been
arrested after 1966.

By 1971 some progress had been made with the release of Category Cprisoners, and possibly 10,000 had been freed; in January 1972 President Suharto
announced that all 22,000 Category C had been released. In fact, not all of
these releases appear to have taken place - it may be that local military
commanders have simply not carried out releases decided centrally, or that
many detainees although theoretically free remain de facto prisoners asmembers of compulsory labour units. By 1971, 10,000 prisoners had been depotted
to permanent exile on the island of Buru. Negligible progress has been made
with,the trial of Category A prisoners: only 200-250 trials have been held
since 1966.•

Thousands of prisoners'have thus been held without trial for over six
years because of their alleged support for a political party which was not
proscribed until after their arrest, and against whom the authorities admit
they have no:evidence on which to bring legal proceedings. •he detention of
prisoners in 1965-66 was an entirely arbitrary proceeding by local military
commanders, and a high proportion of the prisoners may have had only the most-
marginal association with the PKI or its supporting trade union, cultural and
student organisations. The majority of prisoners are men, and they come frcm
all social strata; the level of education is probably highest twang those in
Categories A and B, which contain the leadership of the PKI which survived the
1965-66 killings. The prisoners in 'B' category cover a wide spectrum ranging
from Central Committee members of the PKI to rank and file members of left-wing
student and cultural groups; there is a substantial number of teachers,
doctors, lawyers and-technologists. A number of 'B' prisoners were arrested
when very young and are now only in their late teens or very early twenties.
The youngest prisoner on Buru was arrested in 1965 at the age of 12.



Violence

The overwhelming majority of the prisoners are the victims rather than
the perpetrators of violence; only a few were directly involved in the murder
of the six generals in 1965, and there were only a few.known incidents of
violent communist aggression during the succeeding massacres. With the
exception of Kalimantan, where guerilla activity has continued for several
years, there are no indications of any violent resistance to the present
government, although in 1968 the discovery of a PKI 'Military force' was
announced in East Java.

IV. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

1). 'Laws under which most eo le are im risoned/Administrative detention-

The massive arrests of 1965-66 took place without any legal procesa; all
prisoners are held by the Army, which has justified its actions (sometimes
retrospectively) by reference to Sukarno decrees of the early 1960s authorising
detention without trial during a.state of emergency. These have been
supplemented' by more recent Presidential and military decrees. In practice
the army's power of arrest and detention is unlimited; there is no regular
procedure whereby prisoners are informed of the reasons for their arrest, they
have no right of appeal, nor have they access to legal advice or protection.
Although the Indonesian Constitution and legislation establishes legal rights
for those in custody, in practice these do not apply to anyone arrested.for
political reasons.

ii) Judicial rocedure

'Although the Indonesian Government claims that it intends to try the
5,000 Category A prisoners, fewer than 250 trials'have been held since 1965.
The Indonesian authorities estimate that trials will not begin in earnest until
1976 because of the time, needed to prepare cases and train the judicial officials
necessary for this task.. Most of the prisoners who have been tried have been
brought before military.courts; although in theory they can choose a military
or civilian lawyer to defend them, in prictice this choice is limited because
few lawyers are willing to act in potitical cases. No prisoner has been
allowed access to a lawyer except when his trial is due. As prisoners are
held under military jurisdiction, the civilian courts have no part to play in
their detention; it is also relevant that the Indonesian legal system is
grossly undeveloped and that legal remedies are not generally available to the
Indonesian population at large.

The deportation of approximately 10,000 male prisoners to the almost
unpopulated island of Buru in the Moluccas between 1969 and 1971 provoked
international concern. The prisoners are apparently intended to remain on
Buru permanently. They live in restriction areas, are in practice (if not
theory) prisoners, and work as agricultural labourers in order to produce food
on which to live. Although the Government has announced its intention of
releasing some exiles, it seems that this will relate to the restrictions
under which they live on Buru and will not include repatration to their homes
on Java or elsewhere. A few prisoners' wives will probably move to the island
in the near future.

iv) House arrest/Restrictions on freedom of movement

House arrest and restrictions on freedom of movement have been used on a
large scale since 1965-66. In October 1969 the Attorney General stated that
47,000 persons had to report to the police regularly, and although no subsequent



official figures have been given the number so restricted will have remaine.high because all released prisoners have to report regularly tl the localmilitary commanders for between six and twelve months. In maay areas, releasedprisoners are denied a political clearance certificate - a requisite foremployment.

v) Death Penalty

Seven of the death sentences passed on Category A prisoners by militarycourts have been carried out; an unknown number have been commuted to lifeimprisonment. But these judicial sentences represent a minute proportion ofthe total number who have suffered summary execution since 1965.

V. PRISON CONDITIONS

Since 1965, prisoners have been held in prisons, camps and requisitionedbuildings throughout the Republic. Except iv the case of the small number ofsentenced prisoners who are held in civilian prisons, administration is whollyin the hands of military officials. Normal Indonesian prison regulations donot therefore apply. Although it should be remembered that criminal prisoners'conditions are far from good, the conditions in which political detainees areheld have been consistently, and often grossly, below the strmdards usuallyconsidered necessary for health or subsistence. There are now no longer reportsof death from starvation, but alarming reports of malnutrition continue, andin turn encourages illness. Although provision for the maintenance of theprisoners is made in the central budget, the sums allotted may fail to reachtheir destination or may simply be too small to purchase enough food. Therewere reports in 1966-6P that prisoners in East Java had been arbitrarily shoI.because the military authorities could not provide food for them. In CentralJava, as recently as 1971, the regional military commander was compelled todeduct 1% from his soldiers' pav to provide food for the detainees. Conditionshave improved since that time, but the incidence of TB and deficiency disease2among prisoners is growing, in some camps there is in practice no officialmedical attention, and as a general rule prisoners rely on minimal amountsprovided by Christian relief organisations.

Reports of torture during interrogation continue.

No reading matter other than religious literature is allowed. Except inthe case of Buru, correspondence between prisoner and family is forbidden.Family visits take place only at the discretion of the local military comma..er,and some prisoners have not seen their relatives throughout the period of ec:!irdetention. Families are not informed of the arrest of relatives, nor, in manyplaces, told of illness or death. The inadequacy of official funds encouragescorruption among prison officers, some of whom, especially on Buru, are said tomake substantial personal profits from relief sent in to prisoners in theircare. Some officials also supplement their earnings by employing prisoners aslabourers, supporting them with food, but retaining the profits as personalincome.



SINCAPO

I. NUMBER OF PRISONERS

i. Total number of oolitical,.21isoners: approximately 100. The official
figure of 9any 197f ij 1) may not include all persons detained that
month, and four journalists were detained in May. Three long-term
detainees and one of the journalists were released during 1971. The
majority of the detainees are probably prisoners of conscience, but as
they are all detained without trial no formal charges have been brought
against them.

Number of adO ted prisoners: 17.Number of investigation cases: 11.

RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
'Singapore was administered by Britain as part of the Straits Settlements

from 1867. • It was captured by Japan in 1942, and became a separate colony

after the end of World War II. Steps towards self-government began in 1953,

and a Labour Front Government led by David Marshall was elected in 1955.
Violent pro-communist riots in 1955 and 1956 were put down with the help of
British troops; a State of Emergency and martial.law were in force from 1955

to 1960, when the communist insurgency in Mala7a was defeated. The radical

leaders - whose main support lay in the Trade Unions and the Chinese Middle

Schools - were released from preventive detention. In 1959, Lee Kuan Yew
became Singapore's first Prime Minister and his People's Action Party (P.A.P.)

obtained 43 of the 51 seats in Parliament with 53% of the votes cast. Foreign

policy and defence remained under British control, and internal security under

a mixed council of Singaporeans, Malayans and British. Lee Kuan Yew hoped
that, as head of an anti-colonial socialist government, he might easily secure

federation with Malaya - a move long advocated by Britain for economic and
strategic reasons. But this hope was obstructed by the formation of the
Barisan Sosialis (Socialist Front) in 1961; the Front was led by formerP.A.P.

political figures-who were officially regarded as pro-communist. In the 1961

elections the P.A.P.'s majority was redueed to one, but the massive popular

support demonstrated for the Barisan SosialiS promoted Malaya's acceptance of

Singapore's entry into a Federation of Malaysia, since this would make it
easier to contain the left-wing threat represented by the Barisan Sosialis.

The Federation was enlarged by the inclusion of the former British colonies in

Borneo, Sabah and Sarawak,

The Barisen Sosialis campaigned vigorously (and sometimes violently)
against.Federation, objecting in particular to the agreement by which a
separate Singaporean citizenship was introduced which would prevent left-wing

Singaporeans from standing for election outside Singapore, and detention
without trial was used to curb their opposition, The Government obtained r

majority of 71% in a referendum on the proposed Federation, and the Malaysian

Federation was established in July 1963, hlthough the P.A.P. won the ensuing

elections in Singapore with 37 seats in Parliament, the strength of the
Barisan Sosialis was demonstrated by its victory in 13 constituencies and the

support of 30% of the voters. The Federal experiment was a failure, and
Singapore seceded from it in 1965; disagreements between the Prime Ministers

and Malay suspicion of Chinese influence came to a head when Lee attempted to

field P.A.P. candidates in elections on the mainland. In the meanwhile,
Malaysia's control over Sabah and Sarawak contributed to Malaysian - Indonesian

confrontation, and there were pro-Indonesian Barisan Sosialis demonstrations

in Singapore and serious race riots in 1964.



It is against this background that the Singapore Government has detainedleaders of the Barisan Sosialis and Trade Unions, alleging that they arepro-communist and that their release would endanger national security.Singapore became fully independent after leaving the Federation, and adopteda Republican Constitution. Lee Kuan Yew has attempted to promote democraticinstitutions, but Singapore has become effectively a one-party State as theBarisan Sosialis has boycotted elections since 1963. It remains a legalparty and represents popular opposition to the P,A.P. (the most recentestimates sUggest that it would win 407 of the vote), but it refuses toparticipate in elections on the grounds that it does not recognise Singapore'sindependence. The Malay National Party has joined the Barisan Sosialisboycott, and in 1968 the P.A.P. won all 58 seats in Parliament. A newopposition party, the United National Front, opposing the Government'srestrictions on personal liberty, failed to win any of the five seats for whichit put up candidates in by-elections in 1970.

Since independence, Singapore's economy has developed rapidly, both interms of entrepot trade and local industries, and population growth is beingheld back. The withdrawal of the British garrisons has been cushioned by2conomic assistance and mitigated by the development of a civilian army. Theend of Malaysian - Indonesian confrontation has removed the immediate threatto Singapore's external security, although the Singaporean Government isconvinced of the need to build up the island's defences against the long-termand continuing threat of China. Lee Kuan Yew's policies of promotingmulti-racialism appear to be successful; despite complaints that the Malayminority do not have equal opportunities and that new housing developmentsthreaten the communal nature of Malay family life, it is significant that therewere no serious disturbances in Singapore during the Malaysian race riots of1969.

Lee Kuan Yew is acknowledged to be one of the ablest diplomats andpoliticians now in office and was host to the first Conference of CommonwealthPrime Ministers to be held outside the U.K. However in May 1971 his autocratictreatment of the Press led to strong criticism. In addition to the detentionof.four members of the staff of the Chinese-language Nanvan SiangPau the •Government deported the Editor of the Singapore Herald and revoked its licenceto print, and closed down the Eastern Sun, alleging that all three papers wereagents of 'black operations' to discredit the Singapore Government.

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

The numbers of political detainees have
anti-Government demonstrations and according
The official figures show an overall decline
follows:

fluctuated with the level of
to the events outlined above.
in the number of prisoners as

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

180
181
200
203
77
62

no official estimates

(January) 93

The Barisan Sosialis claims that the official statistics underestimatethe number of detaineEs, and that there are between 100 and 120. In January1971, 13 supporters of the Barisan Sosialis were arrested, and four journrlists
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and executives of the Nanyang Siang Pau were detained in May. There is nomeans of verifying the Government's estimate since detention orders are notpublished and even clone relatives may not be informed that an individual hasbeen detained, In addidon Cu thL long-term detainels, groups of studentsand trade unionists are known to be held for short periods for interrogatiot
According to Amnesty's (incomplete) records, the detainees now include:

(a) a small number may have been detained since 1957 for alleged support ofthe Malayan Communist Party; Amnesty has been unable to verify the BarisanSosialis' claim that there era such prisoners, but has records to show that atleast one prisoner has been in prison since that date, having been served witha detention order on the expieetion of a five-year prison sentence;
27 persons detained since the Barisan Sosialis demonstrations againstSingapore's entry to the Malaysian Yederation in 1963; they did not benefitfrom the amnesty of detainees in 1967, and include members of the BarisanSosialis, the Party Rakyat, and officials of trade unions, all of whichorganisations-are alleged by the Government to be communist front .organisations;
25 persons detained between. 1966 and 1969 following sporadic demonstrations,'some of which involved violence, including trade unionists protesting againstthe Government's intensified control over union activities;
13 members of the Barisan Sosialis and Party Rakyat arrested inJanuary 1970 who are alleged to have been involved in 'hit-and-run' attacksintended to create disorder during the Commonwealth Prime Ministers.'Conference;

An unknown number of young men sentenced to short terms of imprisonmentfor refusing to register for compulsory military service; these are notconscientious ebjectors in the terms laid down in the Constitution, whichpermits exemption from military serrice on religious ;rounds, but supporters ofthe Barisan Sosialis (including the son of the leader of the party) who haverefused military service cn nolitical grounds since they reject the aim ofdefending Singapore anairnit China;

Four senior staff memberc of the Chinese daily, Nan gag Siang Pau, servedwith two-year detention orders in May 1971 following government allegations thatthe paper iglamourised Communism and incited 'chauvinistic' feelings among theChinese population, The detainees categorically deny the Government's chargesand initiated unsuccessful habeas corpns proceedings; demanding to be tried underthe Sedition Act, etich specifically covers race relations. In December 1971,one of the four was released,

In addition to the long-term detainees, students, trade unionists andjournalists have been held for short periods for interrogation. 12 persons -11 of them women, some elderly - were arrested in January 1971 afterdemonstrating against the detention of their relatiyes, but were acquitted of acharge of demonstrating 'illegally in May. In general, it is clear that theGovernment uses political detention as a method of containing the opposition.The Government maintains that the long-term detainees are hard-core communistswhose release would provide a public platform for communist propaganda..However, the prolonged detentions and the recent detentions of journalists undersecurity legislation have provoked widespread criticism.
The majority of the detainees are men, and most are of Chinese origin,although there are also Malay and Indian prisoners. A high proportion areprofessiorial politicians, trade unionists, journalists and students.



Violence

There have been a number of bombing incidents since 1969, the most recent
involving an explosion during the Commonwealth Prime linisters' Conference inJanuary 1971. The police hold the Barisan Sosialis responsible, whilst the
Barisan Sosialis maintain that their members are blamed for every act ofvandalism that occurs. Singapore is a small highly-organised State with a
well-organised police force which appears to be capable of containing existingthreats to internal security. The memory of the Emergency of 1955-6 and thefear of racial violence (although there were no disturbances in Singapore
during the 1969 Malaysian race riots) have strengthened the Government's
determination to take strong measures to deal with the threat of violence.
Resentment against the P.A,P.'s increasingly autocratic style of government andthe absence of a parliamentary opposition may contribute to a future .
acceleration of violent opposition.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

i. Laws under which most eople are iEmrisoned/Administrative detention

There are no sentenced political prisoners in Singapore. The Governmenthas wide powers to order detention without trial, which has been employed sincethe Emergency Regulations of 1948. The 1955 Preservation of Public SecurityOrdinance (P.P.S.0.) passed by the Labour Front Government provided for the
detention without trial for up to two years, subject to renewal, of any person
whose activities constituted a threat to the security of the country, subjectto review by a judicial tribunal sitting in camera, which had the power to
order the release of a detainee if it was satisfied that he was not an
immediate threat to public security. In 1959, the P.A.P. replaced this
tribunal by an Advisory Tribunal appointed by the Government with no powers
to order release.

The 1958 Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Ordinance provided for thedetention of persons associated with activities of a criminal nature, and was
intended to deal with secret society gangsters; it has since been used todetain political prisoners, together with the Malaysian Internal Security Actof 1970. This Act empowers the government to order detention without trial
(s.8) and its provisions became law in Singapore by Malaysian Legal
Notifications 271 of 1963 and 335 of 1964, during Singapore's membership of theMalaysian Federation. After 1965, persons held under the P.P.S.O. were
detained under the Internal Security Act, which has been applied since theexpiration of the P.P.S.O. in 1969. Under the Malaysian Internal Security Act,the Minister of Justice may issue detention orders which are renewable, for
periods of up to two years; there is no appeal to the courts. Detention
orders are subject to review by an Advisory Board every six months.

As the records of political detainees show, the Singapore Governmenthasused the provisions outlined above to order the indefinite detention of membersof the opposition. The Barisan Sosialis has boycotted the Review Tribunal
since 1965 on the grounds that its members are appointed by the Governmentand in any case have no powers to order release. There is evidence that
detainees are not released unless they have admitted their support of the
Communist Party, and recanted; since 1966, releases have been accompaniedby a public confession, usually televised, that the ex-detainee was a
communist.

ii. Judicial Procedure

The legal system is modelled on the English pattern, and judges in thesuperior courts are recruited from successful practising lawyers. The
judicial standards are high, and there are no suggestions of corruption.



However, political detainees have no recourse to the courts. There is recent
evidence that the judiciary and the Singapore Bar are disturbed by the
Government'suse of extra-judicial procedures. High Court judges have refused
to serve on the Advisory Tribunal reviewing detention orders.

Administrative detention see above
iv. Exile

Deportation became an established method of dealing with 'troublemakers'
during the British administration of Malaysia. It was used against members of
the Malayan Communist Party in the 1930's, and on a large scale between 1948
and 1950, when 35,000 Chinese were deported from Malaya to China. The use of
deportation has continued since independence in both Singapore and Malaysia, and
has been facilitated by the complicated citizenship laws introduced at
independence and during the Federation. Banishment Orders may be imposed under
the 1959 (Criminal Law Temporary Provisions) Ordinance, intended to deal with
the activities of secret society gangsters. The Malaysian Internal Security
Act provides that a political detainee may leave the country or be deported
provided that another country is willing to receive him. This has led to at
least one case of shuttlecocking of a Singaporean prisoner, who was detained
in 1956, deported to China in 1967, refused entry at his own request, served
with a Banishment Order on his return to Singapore, and convicted of a criminal
offence for failing to comply with its terms, and finally released and
admitted by the U.K. in 1969.

Some prisoners •ho have agreed to leave Singapore are unable to leave
because although they were born in Malaysia, they are not Malaysian citizens
and the Malaysian government will not accept them. China will not admit a
deportee against his wishes.

The number of detainees deported under these provisions is not known,
though one source (Daily Telepraph, 29.6.71) gives a figure of 23 deportations
since 1965, mostly to China. Three detainees are known to have been admitted
to China in 1969 after being served with Expulsion Orders, and a further three
prisoners have been sentenced for failing to comply with Banishment Orders after
a protracted period of detention. The conditions under which prisoners served
with Banishment Orders are held are worse than those of political detainees as
they are held in isolation on the top floor of the Renaid Prison, Queenstown,
and are denied letters or visitors,
V. House arrest restrictions on freedom of movement

The Malaysian Internal Security Act of 1960 erpowers the Minister to suspend
a detention order on a number of conditions, including the determination of
residence and employment, prohibiting an individual from being out of doors
during certain hours, requiring him to notify his movements, prohibiting him from
travelling without permission, and prohibiting him from participating in any
political activities. He may be permitted to leave the country provided
another Government is prepared to accept him. (s.10). Released detainees
therefore remain under strict surveillance.

V. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT

Political detainees received relatively favourable treatment until 1963.
International concern over reports of solitary confinement for the persons
detained in 1963 led to some improvements (following inspection by a Red Cross
delegate). There was a further deterioration from 1967, when detainees
were dispersed in a number of different prison blocks. The present co • •
are as follows:
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newly-arrested detainees are interrogated by the Internal SecurityDepartment at the Central Police Station, where they may be detained insolitary confinement for as long as three months. There have been casesof brutality during questioning.

All political detainees have since May 1970 been held in the newly-IsuiltMoon Crescent Centre, Changi Prison. They are confined in single cells, whichthey only leave for six hours per day. The cells are small and poorlyventilated. Detainees spend five hours a day doing menial work, and duringexercise periods and meals see only the three to five detainees in the samegroup. Food is described as unpalatable and a limited amount of food may besent in by families. Books are restricted to six at a time, and subject tocensorship; writing materials are restricted. There is one family visit ofhalf an hour each week, conducted by telephone across thick soundproof glass.Conversations are terminated if prison conditions are mentioned. No inspectionof prison conditions has been allowed by prisoners' lawyers. In December 1970news was received of a protracted hunger strike in protest against prisonconditions, and this was publicised by the Barisan Sosialis. The Prisons Ac,tmakes hunger strikes a minor offence (sec.60) and lays down three types ofpunishment for such an offence (s.58 (1)). The prison authirities attemptedto curtail the 1970 hunger strike by resorting to forcible feeding; Amnestyreceived reports that this resulted in the development of aspiration pneumoniain a number of cases.



TAIWAN

I. NUMBER OF PRISONERS

1.  Total number of political risoners: The total number of politicalprisoners isa military secret and no official statistics are given.Estimates (mostly from Taiwanese exiles) are that there are betweenfive and ten thousand political prisoners. The overwhelmingmajority are prisoners of conscience; only a very small minorityhave been involved in the advocacy or use of violence.
Number of ado ted risoners: 18. There are in addition 102 casesunder investigation by Amnesty groups, since there is insufficientevidence for full adoption. Amnesty has the names of some 1,000prisoners, but the alleged reasons for their arrest, and informationof trials or sentences is available for only 25%.

RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Taiwan has been controlled by the Nationalist (Kuomintang) Government
of the Republic of China since 1945. The island had been occupied by Japan
since 1895, and was restored to China at the end of World War II. TheNationalists were welcomed as liberators from foreign rule, but the corruption
and rapacity of the Kuomintang provincial authorities provoked a Taiwaneserebellion in 1947, which was brutally suppressed. In 1949 the Nationalists
were driven from the Chinese mainland by the Communists, and the PeoplesRepublic of China was established in Peking in October 1949. Chiang Kai-shek
fled to Taiwan with some two million refugees; American aid was withdrawn from
his discredited and defeated regime, and the extinction of the Kuomintang was
imminent. The.situation was transformed by the outbreak of the Korean War in
June 1950: President Truman ordered the U.S. Seventh Fleet to 'neutralize' the
Straits of Taiwan to prevent a Communist attack on the island, Taiwan became a
bastion of American strategy against China, and a mutual security pact wassigned in 1954. Economic development proceeded rapidly; the annual rate of
growth is one of the highest in the world, the standard of living the highest in
Asia after Japan, and reductions in American aid in the 1960's did not hinder
economic growth. However prosperity has been accompanied by the maintenance
of an entirely repressive political system, based on the fiction that the •

Government of the Republic of China still controls the whole mainland (so that
Taiwan's representation on the elective organs of state is only 2-37) and used
to perpetuate oligarchical control by the mainlanders through the apparatus of
the Kuomintang. Taiwan is effectively a one-party State, and executivedecisions are taken through the Executive of the MMT. Although the RMT has a
membership of over one million, it is pre-eminently a party of the mainlandChinese, and the Taiwanese majority (approximately 12 million) are excludedfrom political life. The Government has consistently suppressed all opposit;on
or criticism: criticism of the Kuomintang, questioning of the Government's
claim to be the legal government of China, and support for the Taiwaneseindependence movement which seeks to introduce representative government -
are punished with long prison sentences under martial law. The state of siege
imposed in 1949.has never been lifted, and a formidable array of civilian and
military intelligence. agencies secures the arrest of suspected opponents ofthe regime for often trivial offences.

The Republic of China was a founder member of the United Nations and a
permanent member of the Security Council, and it continued to occupy China'sseat at the U.N. after the establishment of the People's Republic. Although
many countries - both Communist and non-Communist - recognised the People'sRepublic as the Government of China, the United States successfully blocked



propoaals for the admirsion of the People's Republic to the U.N., and both theCommanist and Natienaliat Chinese rejected tha 'two Chinas' solution, underwhich a separate seat would be made •vailable for Taiwan..__The transformationof Sino-Ametican relations in 1971 Irened the way for the admission of thePeople's Republic to the U.N. in Oetober 1971 in place of Nationalist Chinawhich was refused a sear. After hia visit to ?eking in February 1972,President Niaon acknowledged thet 'laiwen is part of China', and announced the'ultimate objeclive' of the withdaauel or ameri•an forces and militaryinstallations from Taiwan. The ei.aing of this withdrawal, and its effects ofthe 1954 agreement between the U.S. ond the Nationalict Government were nctspecified, but the U.F. acknawleduleet p7. the territorial integrity of Chinaand Taiwan and of the territonaal rishas of the People's Republic over Taiwanhas left the Nationalist Goecramene diplomatically isolate& There areunlikely to be eny immadiete chanaec within Taiwan, although there was anunprecedented amnesty of a amen group of political prisoners in October 1971.

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

The number-of political prisoners is estimated by Taiwanese exiles atbetween five and ten'thousand, but there is no means of verifying this informa-tion as no publicity is ordinarily given to arrests, In addition to thoseserving prison oentences, large numb•rs are detained for interrogation for aperiod of days or weeks without trial. It is generally the case that anyoneadvocating Taiwanese independence or criticising the KMT ia likely to bearrested and possibly convicted on the'most arbitrary evidence. Teachers,students and writers are most: vulnerable to persecution.
Amnesty has some information about the personal background, charges andsentences of some 1,000 prisouers in three prisons, the amount of informationavailable being.limited by the personal danger to those supplying it. Ananalysis of this infornatien ehows that of some 260 prisoners held in twoprisons 87 have been conviated for cetivities associatid with the FormosanIndependence Movemene, 55 arf descreflaed as 'leftist' an-1 119 as Communist.100 of the prisoners are kaown to hava been mrarn in Taiwan, and 120 in China;this is evidence of the Government'a fear of opposition among refugees from themainland, and of tha fact that political persecution is universal. The highproportion of JCommunists' should not be regarded as indicating membership ofa Communist organisation-since this ;relay) (which accounts for many of themainlanders in orieen)• inciudee people nho may have been sentenced to long termsof imprisonment foa belonging Lo a Communist youth organisation during theirchildhood. The prisoners' are between 18 and 60 years of age, and many areserving senteaces of between 15 and 27 years, Two advocates of FormosanIndependence and one Communist have been sentenced to death.
Information about mother group of 200 prisoners, for whom details areavailable, shows that 75 lelve been convicted for advocating Taiwaneseindependence, 73 for criticising the K17. (including 17 members of the policeand armed forces described as victims of a purge within the KMT), 34 on accountof membership of Cemmuniat youth gronps or because Of their association on themainland before 1949, and only four because of their alleged involvement inacts of violence. 77 prisoners in this group are teachers, writers orstudents; la are traders or businessmen, 13 ere clerks or technicians, and 23are skilled or manual workers, As nany as 34 are members of the army, navy,police or security services, and 11 are civil servants or party officials.These figures demonctrate the fact that critidism of the government tends to beconcentrated among the educated ante, and that politiCal imprisonment is usedto ensure conformity within the KMT and especially in the army.



Violence

There is no evidence that any of the nolitical prisoners known to Amnesty
has been involved in acts of violence, with exception of four who are said to
have been convicted of an alleged attack 3n an aeroplane and one bombing
incident. The control of the police and intelligence services, which include
a wide network of spies and a e xxovocateursj appears to be absolute.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAIENMRK

it Laws under which most neo le are im risoned
Martial law has been in force since 1949 under the declaration of the

state of siege under which all public meetings, strikes,edemonstrations or
petitions are forbidden. The state of siege carries into operation the whole
body of Martial Law (as promulgated by the Chinese Nationalist Government in
1934) under which the Military Commander may forbid assemblies, control
publications, search premises, and detain susnects; all constitutional
guarantees of civil liberty are negated by the state of siege. Additional
proviSions for the punishment of political offences are contained in the Statute
for the Punishment of Rebellion (1949, mended 1950 and 1950, and the Statute
for the Denouncement and Punishment of Rebels (1940, amended 1954). The death
penalty is provided for a large number of offences, and others carry a minimum
sentence of ten years. This legislation covers all forms of political
activity.

Judicial rocedure

Under the provisions of Martial Law, offences covered by the state of
siege are dealt with by military courts, and the range of offences under
military jurisdiction was increased by the Military Trial Law (1956, amended
1959). The Judicial Interpretation of November 26, 1956 removed the time
limitation on the court's right to ')ring a prosecution, and prosecutions can be
brought on the grounds of offences committed at any time, even during childhood.
Trials are held in secret, and acquittals almost never occur. A prisoner is
allowed to see a lawyer only after a formal indictment has been made against
him, and a taped manuscript of his conversations with his lawyer is available
to the court.

Administrative detention

In addition to the heavy penalties laid down for political offenders, the
Statute for the Denouncement and Suppression of Rebels provides that 'those who
commit lesser offences and need reform shall be sent for reform'. This enables
the Garrison Command to intern individuals without trial for an indefinite
period (detention may be ordered for periods of three years, indefinitely
renewable), and there is no appeal.

Exile

This is not used as a penalty, and released prisoners are placed under
close police surveillance to prevent their leaving the country.
V. & vi. House Arrest / Restrictions on Freedom of Movement

Constant police surveillance is regularly employed over suspected persons
and martial law empowers the Garrison Command to control an individual's
movements.
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vii, Death Penalt

The death penalty is provided for a number of political offences butaccording to the Government's Information Officer death sentences are no longercarried out. Amnesty has records of at least three prisoners who have beenunder sentence of death for some years. One source (1965) claims that eightdeath sentences were carried out during the six months he spent in a militaryprison, but Amnesty has no evidence that capital punishment is used at present.

V. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT

Political prisoners are held by the military authorities in specialprisons under conditions far worse than those of other convicts. Prisonersare held incommunicado for a period of weeks or months during interrogationbefore trial, during which they may be subjected to physical or mental torture.After conviction, exercise, reading matter, letters and family visits (half anhour per week) are limited. Food is of poor quality but usually adequate.An unknown number of prisoners are held in the prison fortress on Green Islandfrom which apparently no one is ever released.



GREECE

NUMBER OF PRISONERS

Total number of clitical risoners: There were at the end of March 1972

approximately 334 sentenced prisoners, serving sentences ranging from a few

months to life imprisonment, and approximately 65 persons awaiting trial.ii. Number of adooted prisoners: 170.Number of investigation cases: 12.

RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMNTS
I



Greece became a constitutional monarchy in 1911, but most pre-war

Governments were authoritarian, and from 1936-41 General Metaxas established

a right-wing dictatorship during which the active political persecution of the

Left began. Greece was invaded by Italian forces in 1940 and by Germany the

following year. British trcops sent to assist the Greeks were forced to

retreat to Crete, and the Germans occupied the greater part of the mainland,

while the King went into exile. Resistance to the German occupation was

organised mainly by the Communist Party (KKE) through a Popular Front (FAM),

whose military wing (ELAS) developed into a well-organised guerilla army in

the mountains. Even before the end of the German occupation the divisions

between the Communist and royalist arms of the resistance had widened into open

warfare. In 1944 ELAS's attempt at revolution was put down with the help of

British forces, but civil war broke out in 1946. The USSR - having recognised

Allied claims over Greece - sent no help to ELAS, and by 1949 the royalist

forces, supplied with American arms, had wiped out the last pockets of ELAS

resistance. There. was considerable brutality on both sides during the civil

war, and the legacy of hatred which survives from this period helps to explain

the continuing gulf between Right and Left, the vilification of their

opponents by both sides, and the political apathy which has followed the coup

of 1967.

Parliamentary democracy was restored in 1946 and the royal family

returned from exile. Between 1946 and 1951 no party gained a clear majority

and 13 different cabinets held office. From 1952 to 1963 a right-wing

coalition government provided political stability, and economic growth slowly

gathered momentum with American aid. Greece became a member of NATO in 1951.

The Communist Party was banned in 1946; 20,000'Communist prisoners were held

at the end of the civil war, and although these prisoners were gradually

released political scrutiny of former Communists continued. Some Communists

continued to work through the legal United Democratic Left Party (EDA).In 1963 the right-wing government fell and a Centre Union Government was

formed under the veteran liberal and republican George Papandreou, whose

social reforms showed some promise of real progress. However, in 1965

Papandreou qual:e11ed with the young King Constantine over control of the army

and allegations of a conspiracy of left-wing army officers known as Aspida,

involving the Premier's son. A caretaker government was formed pending

elections which were due on 28 May 1967, and which were expected to result in

a victory for the Centre Union.
In April 1967 a hitherto unknown group of right-wing army officers seized

power in an efficient and virtually bloodless coup d'etat, claiming that their

intervention was necessary to avert national disaster and a threatened Communist

takeover. Some 6.000 people - including the Prime Minister, the leaders of all

political parties, and all known former Communists - were arrested, and martial

law was proclaimed. In December 1967 King Constantine went into exile



after the failure of a royalist counter-coup, and the head of the militaryregime, Colonel Panadopoulos, renounced his Commission nnd became PrimeMinister; in March 19/2 he assumed the oific.2oi Regent. The consolidatio-of the present regime has been accomplished through a purge of the civilservice, the judiciary, the teaching profeseion, the Church, and the Aftly;and the introduction of educational programmes identifying anti-Communismand 'Christian' nationalism. A new draft Press Law, for example, deMandsthat journalists be 'inspired by the Hellenic-Christian tradition'.Criticism of the regitu3 is suppressed, and all political parties are proscribed;only registered trade unions are allowed, and unefficial strikes are illegal.

Greece has been heavily dependent on US aid throuehout the post-war years,and became a member of NATO in 1951, Owing to her strategic importance, theUS government is anxious to keep Greece within NATO. American military aidwas officially suspended immediately after the coup d'etat, but was restoredin September 1969. The Foreign Affairs Committee of the US House ofRepresentatives voted in August 1971 for the cessation of military aid untilGreece has returned to democratic rule, but President Nixon, who has in the pastexpressed support for the military regime, can ignore this decision on thegrounds of 'over-riding requirements of national security'. Greece was amember of the Council of Europe until December 1969, when she resigned to avoidthe certain expulsion following the findings of the European Commission onHuman Rights that the torture and ill-treatment of prisoners had beenofficially tolerated'. Negotiations between Greece and the European EconomicCommunity were frozen at the time of the coup.

Opposition to the Government within Greece has been controlled by the useof political imprisonment on a wide scale. The Government has sought to winpopular support by an ambitious programme of economic reforms including roadand public building projects, the cancellation of farmers' debts, and highersalaries.for army officerc and public servants, and by its assurance of stabilityafter the political instability of the post-war period. Some though of themore ambitious of the government's projccts have failed to find foreignfinancial backing. The opposition in exile is weakened by divisions betweenthe different parties and factions. The most effective, open, and persistentopposition has come from the intelligentsia in Greece, including some leadingmembers of the business community.

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

'The political prisoners include members of all political parties andalleged supporters ef exile organisations opposed to the present regime. Ananalysis of the 334 prisoners detained in March 1972 revealed that there were312 men and 22 women among them. Nearly half the prisoners were servingsentences of over 15 years imprisonment, and 33 were serving life sentences.Of the 254 prisoners whose occupations were known, 65 were students, 80 wereworkers, 13 were farmers and 96 were members of professions, includingprofessors, lawyers, doctors, army officers, engineers, civil servants, teachers.,and magistrates. The latter figure reveals the significant extent ofopposition to the regime amongst the intelligentsia as well as the Government'sdetermination to root out the leadership of potential opposition groups.

There ere also an unknown number of Jehovah's Witnesses who have beensentenced to terms of imprisonment for refusing to carry out military service.

Violence

The 1967 coup was virtually bloodless - though considerable violence wasinflicted on those detained - and no organised violent resistance movements havedeveloped. There have been a few isolated homb att mrts and an assassinationattempt was made on the Prime Minister near Athens in 1968, but there are no
indications that violence is increasing.



Iv. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Laws under which most selitical prisoners are charaeedMartial law was imposed at t;la time cif the coup d'etat in April 1967, and

continues in force in certain aeeas although the Greek Government announced in

April 1971 that martial law uould be aedueed to 'a mere shadow' by limiting the

jurisdiction of the militari: courts tn 13 specific offences listed in the penal

code. Most political prisonees have bean sentenced under Law 509 (1947) cf

the Penal Code, passed during tt• Civil War and providing penalties for those

charged with 'the direct or indirect aim •f putting into practice ideas aimed

at the violent overthrow of theaState and aocial regime in its present form'.

Since 1971 the majority of thnse charged under Lay 509 have been tried by

civilian courts. The offencee reserved te the military courts include revolt,

damaging state property, incitement to revolt, incitement and plotting to

commit a felony dictunbing the public-peace, spreading false reports, forminn

an armed band, and causing an explosion, as well as cases involving five
violations of martial law concerning propaganda against the established
constitutional'order, vtauthorised possession and operation of radio
transmitters, the illegal disposal of duplicating or printing machines, the

transmission or performance of music by Mikis Theodorakis (the Communist

composer, detained for three years and now in exile) and the sale of records

by Melina Mercouri, the expatriate actress and outspoken opponent of the regime.Recently, Civilian Courts have on occasions refused to sentence defendants

under Law 509.

The sentences imposed by both military and civil courts under Law 509 are

considerably higher than those imposed in ordinary criminal proceedings. el18

of the 334 sentenced prisonera in March 1972 were serving sentences of over•

15 years imprisonment, although none had been accused of murder, armed robbery

or any other offence which would carry such heavy penalties under criminal law.Judicial procedure

Since 1971 the majority of thoee charged under Law 509 have been tried by

civilian courts, althauh tha trial of 7,ady Fleming before a military tribunal

in September 1971 shewo that the government* concerned to reserve important

political cases to nUltary courts. Military trinls are in principle open to

the public, but observers regarded as undesirable may be excluded. The
accused is allowed defence couna21, but lawyers are often obstructed in both

civil and military trials by inadequete access to t>eir clients and lack of

information, somatimes befng inrormed of the date of trial at very short

notice. Defending counsel have themselves been charged and sentenced for

carrying out their professional tasks. The civil judiciary was purged after

the 1967 coup, and 25% of the highest ranking members of the judiciary were

dismissed and replaced by political appointees - they included the President

of the Council of State, the supt-eme judicial authonity. Defence counsel

operate slightly more freelY in the civil courLe than before courts martial,

but they are still subject to the ohstrnction mentioned above. There is a

slightly higher proportion of acquittals - usually through lack of evidence -

before the civil than the military courts.
iii. Administrative detention

At the time of the 1967 coup, approximately 6,000 persons were arrested and

detained without trial. The majority were released in 1968-9, and the last 79

were released at Chlistmas 1971. Some of those detained were charged and

sentenced, and transferred to prison.
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Administrative detention has now officially been abolished, and in April
1970 the Government announced the implementation of Article 10 of the new
constitution, which guarantees thtt no person should be arrested or imprisoned
without a judicial warrant, and that charges must be brought against them
within 24 hours, However, this orovisim is generally ignored, and many
prisoners were known to have been held for many months without trial or charge
and without access to a lawyer or to their families. There have been
frequent reports of torture during interrogation, and the European Commission. of
Human Rights found in 1969 that the tertura and ill—treatment of prisoners had
been officially tolerated by the Greek Government. Reports of torture have
continued to emerge from prisoners, especially at their trials.

iv. House arrests/Restriction on freedom of movement

House arrest bas frequently been used against opponents of the regime.
Deportation to remote areas has been used against released detainees, and in a
few cases prison sentences have been commuted to enforced residence in a remote
area under police surveillance. The use of this method of restriction appears
to be declining, but all released prisoners and detainees have to declare their
place of residence., report regularly to the police, and their freedom of
'movement may be restricted. Released prisoners experience great difficulty
in finding future employment.

V. Death penalty

The death penalty may be imposed under Law 509. Only one death sentence —
against the soldier Panagoulis alleged to have made an assassination attempt
against Mr. Papadopoulos — has been passed since the coup, but this was not
carried out.

V. PRISON CONDITIONS

Sentenced prisonors are held mainly in Aegina, Alikarnassos (Crete),
Challkea, Eplapyrgion (Salonika), Kerkya (Corfu), Korydallos (Piraeus) and
Trikala prisons. The detention camps, including the notorious island prisons
on Leros and Oropus, where internees were held after the coup, have been closed.
Political prisoners are known to be detained under very Door conditions,
particularly at'prisons on Kerkya (Corfu) and Trikala. There have been reports
from most prisons of inadequate heating, lighting, food, and medical care.
In 1969 the.Greek Government agreed to allow the International Red Cross to
inspect prisons, but abrogated this agreement after it had been in operation
for only a year. There is considerable concern for the health of prisoners,
particularly the ill and elderly. In March 1972, 22 prisoners had been -•

temporarily released for health reasons, but two were returned to prison —
against the advice of their doctors — and their requests for further suspension
of their sentences was refused. Political prisoners have been refused the
remission of one—third of their sentences normally available to ordinary
criminals.



EAST GERMANY (DDR)

I. NUMBER OF PRISONERS

Total number of political risoners: There are no official figures as the
Government denies that any political prisoners are detained. Current
estimatriavailable to Amnesty from West Carman sources estimate that there
are between three and four thousand political prisoners, but it is
difficult to obtain information about many groups of prisoners - persons
sending information about prisoners abroad risk prosecution - and these
estimatescannot be verified. The majority of political prisoners are
probably prisoners of conscience.
Number of adonted risoners: 15. There are in addition 38 cases under
investigation by Amnesty groups, including prisoners not yet tried, cases
where there is a possibility that a charge of espiona e may be substantiated

and a few cases where very little information is avai.able.
II. RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

The German Democratic Republic was established in the Soviet zone of occupied

Germany in 1949, and is not recognized by Western countries. From the time of

its foundations the DDR was dominated by Walter Ulbricht, First S:tretary of the

ruling Socialist Unity Party (S.E.D.) until his retirement in 1971, and Chairman

of the State Council (the Head of State) from 1960, a post which he still holds.

Ulbricht is the only Communist leader to have remained in power since the end of

the war, due to his firm control of the Party and his unswerving loyalty to the

Moscow line - he was a strong supporter of tha Warsaw Pact invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968. His successor as First Secretary of the Party, Erich
Honecker, is unlikely to introduce any new departures. Tension between,the DDR

and the Federal Republic of Germany nas decreased with Chancellor Willy Brandt's

treaties with Poland and the USSR in 1970, which were ratified in May 1972.
Although the West German,Government has not yet officially recognized the DDR,
high level talks have been held between East and West German ministers.One factor which held back post-war reconstruction of the DDR was the loss

of population through West Berlin. Between 1950 and 1960, an estimated A million

East Germans emigrated to the West, including a high proportion of doctors,
teachers, lawyers,engineers and skilled workers. Emigration was stopped by the

building of the Berlin Wall in 1961, and the rest of the frontier with West Germany

was strengthened. The only East Germans who may legally enter the West are
. people on government business, and old age pensioners (who are allowed a four-

week visit to the West once a year). Very few people manage to leave illegally

and the majority attempting to do so are caught and sentenced to terms of -
imprisonment. The sealing of the frontier contributed to East Germany's
economic revival in the 1960's, and it is now the most highly industrialized
and most properous state in Eastern Europe.

The Constitutions of 1949 and 1968 provide for an elected Volkskammer
(People's Assembly). However elections are organized to ensure an almost
unanimous vote in favour of supporters of the S.E.D., who belong to a large
number of small political parties standing for election as a National Front.
The Volkskammer is usually a rubber stamp for the decisions of the Politburo of

the S.E.D. which also determines the decrees promulgated by the State Council,

The Government is firmly in control; there have been no large-scale popular
demonstrations against the regime since the widespread strikesof 1953 (which

were crushed with the help of Soviet tanks and troops). Since 1961 opponents
of the regime have been unable to express their discontent by 'voting with their



feet', but the strong security system and the subsequent raising of thestandard of livins have maintaincA Etab'Alt7.

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

Political imprisonment has been declining since the 1950's. In 1951 (on th.2basis of the official figures of 1950) there were some 13,000 political prisonerswho had been detained since 1945. By 1961, there were an estimated 9,000prisoners, and by 1966 an estimated 6,000. As stated above, all estimates arebased on West German figures and Amnesty has no means of checking their accuracyor of determining the exact number of prisoners of conscience. Because EastGermans have such close ties with the West it is sometimes possible to obtainvery detailed information about prisoners through their relatives in WestGermany, but in many instances only the names of prisoners are available andthere is no means of establishing why they have been imprisoned; it is a para-doxical.situation, where pockets of detailed information contrast with areasof ignorance. The general trend has been that whereas in the 1950's individualswere imprisoned for long periods on very slight pretexts, most East Germanprisoners during the last decade have benefited from amnesties, and the presentpolicy is to combine frequent arrests with short sentences. It should be notedthat East Germany has pioneered various forms of penological reform in-respectof the treatment of criminals, and that although certain political offences aremore heavily punished than common crimes (see IV below) the political prisonershave benefited from the trend towards shorter sentences.

The adopted prisoners of conscience fall into three categories.

Persons sentenced for attempting to leave the DDR illegally, or for assistingothers to do so.

The 1968 Constitution excludes the right to emigrate, and few applicationsto leave the country are granted. Despite the difficulties in the way of asuccessful escape, several hundred people attempt to emigrate illegally each yeartThose who fail and are tried under the provisions of the penal coda forbiddingillegal emigration are considered to be prisoners of .donscience; the U.N.Declaration of Human Rights defines freedom of movement as a basic human right,and Amnesty regards persons attempting to migrate as 'voting with their feet'.Such prisoners are adopted provided they have not used violence or helped peopleto leave the country in exchange for payment. The majority of Amnesty's adoptedprisoners - over 80% in May 1971 - fall within this category, since they arelikely to have contacts in the West. Most of these prisoners are servingsentences of about two years. The majority are in their twenties and most areprofessionally qualified - they includes doctors, nurses, teachers, engineers.

Persons sentenced for 'incitement to boycott democratic institutions' orfor offences involving criticism of the policies of the regime. There areprobably a very large number of these prisoners, but Amnesty has only been ableto obtain information about a handful of them. It is now known that a largenumber of arrests were made for criticizing the invasion of Czechoslovakia in1968. Those arrested included several hundred high school children (includingthe children of prominent Party members, who were soon released). Many peoplewere sentenced to terms of imprisonment of between 2 and 4 years, but no details,are available. The majority of-prisoners in this category are teachers, studentsand writers.

Jehovah's Witnesses. The sect is banned.in the DDR, and membership is anoffence. Very heavy sentences were imposed in the early 1960's on members of thesect who had refused military service. The current estimates by the Jehovah'sWitnesses in the West are that there are 64 young men serving sentences of 18to 22 months for refusing military service. All long-term prisoners have been



released and those now convicted have..the same sentences and treatment asLutherans or others who have refused mi]itry s@rvice on conscientious grpen,...s.
(d) In addition, a numbersofprisoners charged with espionage are underinvestigation.. Espionage is defined no widely that prisoners so charged aresometimes adopted where there is adequate information to show that their offenc::has consisted of expressing opinions hostile to the State or of very innocuousactivities.

Violence

There have been no outbreaks of popular violence in the DDR since thegeneral strikes of 1953. One reason for the internal stability of the regime mo-7be that until 1961 West Berlin acted as a safety valve, and the convincedopponents of the regime were able to emigrate whilst the new generation has grownup accustomed to authoritarian control.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

i. Laws under which most eo le are imprisoned

The Conctitution of 1968 nrovides for most human rights, but excludes theright to emigrate and the right to strike. Persons attempting to leave the DDRillegally or assisting others to do so may be sentenced to imprisonment, a fine,or public rebuke. :Severe cases may be punished by sentences of five years.(Penal Code, pata.'213). Persons assisting others to emigrate for alleged paymentmay be sentenced Under para. 105, which prohibits 'trading in persons hostiletothe State'.

The Penal Code provides for sentences ranging to the death penalty fortreason, espionage, spreading illegal propaganda, supporting organizationshostile to the DDR, forming illegal organizations, etc. Offencesfrequently involved for adopted prisoners are 'incitement hostile to the State'(para. 106/1), punishable with imprisonment of 1 to 5 years, and 'defamation ofthe State' (para. 220), punishable with imprisonment of up to 2 years, or withprobation, a fine or public rebuke.

In general, it should be noted that the 1968 Penal Code imposes heaviersentences for political than for criminal nffences; theft involving manslau:hter,for example, is punishable by 2 years imprisonment, hut high deterrent sentencesare imposed for political crimes.

Judicial rocedure

As in other Cormunist countries, there is no separation of powers betweenthe government and the judiciary. Judges are appointed for four-year terms andare answerable to the State. Political prisoners usually plead guilty.Political trials are secret, though invited guests are occasionally admitted forthe prosecution's opening speech and the final sentencing. However, it shouldbe noted that show trials have not been used in the DDR as a method of purgingthe Party.

Administrative detention is not provided for in the Penal Code, butpolitical prisoners are sometimes held for as long as 18 months awaiting trial.Prisoners are held incommunicado until the investigation is completed.
Restrictions on freedom of movement

The Government controls where people live cndwork under the 1961 Decreegoverning Restriction of Residence. In principle, all released prisoners return



iv. kestrictionson freedom of movement

The Government controls where people live nnd wor* under the 1961 Decreegoverning Restriction of Residence. In principle all released prisoners returnto work, and tilt; orison authorities and local government organs are responsiblefor finding every prisoner a job end a place to live after his release; anysubsequent discrimination against a person because of his prison record ispunishable.by law. These provisions were devised ns part of the DDR'senlightened attitude towards the nfter-care of criminals. In the case ofpolitical prisoners, the regulations will be used to ensure that ex-prisonersare isolated from their former associates. Teachers are seldom, if ever, ableto return to their profession, and most white-collar workers will probably beplaced in manual occupations. Since 1961, fixed work and domicile orders havebeen served on many political prisoners for a certain period after their release.In addition, the Decree has been applied to mOve suspected persons out of Berlin,or well away from proximity to the Berlin Wall.

V. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT

A full account of prison conditions may be found in Amnesty's Report onPrison Conditions in East Germany (1966). There are prisons in most cities,the best known being Brandenburg, Bautzen And Cottbus. The majority of long-termpolitical prisoners are held in the Brandenburg Prison, and are subject to thestrictest regime (Category 1). They work long hours (though the small proportionof their earnings they are allowed to retain supplements the inadequate prisondiet), are poorly fed and allowed one censored letter from a relative eachmonth, one monthly visit, and one annual parcel. Prisoners are allowed approvedreading matter. One of the political prisoners' greatest hardships is thecontinuing practice of holding them with criminals, who act as spies for theprison authorities, a practice which imposes great mental strain, and some 'prisoners have been sentenced to a further term of imprisonment on the basis ofremarks made in prison. Various forms of psychological pressure and physicaldeprivation may be used during the prolonged period of interrogation. Therehave been no recent reports of the existence of labour camps.



SPAIN

I. NUMBER OF PRISONERS

1. Total number of olitical risoners: there are an estimated SOOpolitical prisoners who have been tried and sentenced, and a fluctuatingnumber, many of them students, arrested for short periods. There are inaddition 200 conscientious objectors imprisoned for refusing militaryservice. The overwhelming majority of political prisoners are prisonersof conscienca.

Number of ado ted risoners: 330-350, 155 of whom are conscientiousobjectors. There are in addition 17 cases under investigation byAmnesty groups, these being members of Basque nationalist organisationswho may have taken part in acts of violence.
RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

In 1931 Spain was proclaimed a Republic on the abdication ofKing Alfonso XIII. A provisional Government of Republicans and Socialists,backed by the powerful trade unions, held office until the General Electionof February 1936 resulted in an outright victory for the left-wing PopularFront. A military revolt under the leadership of General Franco rapidlygained the support of the landowners, the Church, monarchists, andindustrialists. Spain was plunged into civil war. After three years ofbitter fighting with the loss of a million lives, the war ended with victoryof the Nationalist forces. General Franco assumed power as Chief of State,Head of Government, Generalissimo, and Caudillo (Leader) of the Falange (theNational Movement). The Nationalist victory owed much to aid from NaziGermany and Fascist Italy, but Spain remained neutral during World War II, andGeneral Franco modified the openly Fascist image of his regime by therestoration of the Cortes (Parliament) in 1942 and the institution of a charterof constitutional rights (the Fuero de los Es anoles) in 1945. Since 1947Spain has technically been a monarchy, with General Franco retaining the office
of Head of State for life; in 1969 the succession was settled onDon Juan Carlos de Borbon.

Suppression of political opposition has been a characteristic of theFranco regime since its foundation. Popular participation in Government ispermitted only through the representation of family heads and municipalities inthe Cortes (whose membership is predominantly official, and which has onlyadvisory functions), and political parties are banned. Membership of thestate-controlled Sindicatos (vertical trade unions) is compulsory, and all other
trade union organizations are banned. Freedom of assembly, freedom ofassociation, and freedom of expression are severely restricted. In recentyearsithe Government has been transformed by the exclusion of the Falangistsand the promotion of the so-called 'technocrats', many of them members of theCatholic lay organization Opus Dei, who have sought to modernize the Spanisheconomy, encourage.foreign investment, and seek close links with the E.E.C.,with whom Spain signed a trade agreement in 1970. However their progressiveeconomic policies have not led to any political liberalisation, and thesuppression of opposition to the regime has continued.

This opposition has grown in recent years, and covers a wide politicaland social spectrum. It ranges from the moderate liberals, whose criticismof the Government has become more outspoken aver the las' five years, to theincreasing clandestine activity of the Communist, Anarchist and Socialistparties.



Strikes and non-official trade union activities are prohibited by Spanishlaw, but industrial unrest is widespread (and is increasing because of theaccelerating rate of inflation) and illegal trade union organisations exist inall industrialised areas. Since 1969 every important industry has beenaffected by strikes and in 1970 Spain had more strikes than eye:E“ropeancountry except Italy. The Church, traditionally one of the strongestsupporters of the regime, has - under the influence of the liberal policy ofthe Vatican and the protest movement among the lower clergy particularly inthe Basque areas - sought to detach itself from the State and has called forpolitical and human rights. Opposition among students led to violence at thebeginning of 1972 and the closing of some faculties at all Spanish universities,The most extreme opposition to the Government has come from the Basquenationalists, whose militant separatist organisation (ETA) has been responsiblefor sabotage, assassination, and kidnapping. The growth of opposition fromthese many quarters has led to.stronger repressive measures against the Press,trade unionists, and national extremist groups.

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

There are an estimated 800 sentenced political prisoners, the majorityof whom are members of the Communist party. The 187 political prisonersadopted by Amnesty groups may be classified as follows:

(i) Over 100 are described as members or alleged members of the Communistparty, which is the best-organised opposition party. Under the leadership ofSr. Santiago Carillo (who is in exile) the Party broke with Moscow over theinvasion of Czechoslovakia though some splinter groups retain links withMoscow and a few are avowed Maoists. Since 1969-70 the Party has pursued apolicy of solidarity with all opposition groups - including the CatholicWorkers Organisation, HOAC - in order to carry out direct action against theGovernment. The most important method of organisation against the Governmenthas been the establishment of Workers' Commissions (Commissiones Obreras),illegal trade union organisations which are 'strong in the industrialised areasaround Madrid and Barcelona. Many leaders of the Commissiones Obreras havebeen prosecuted under The Public Order Law, and 21 of them, serving long termsof imprisonment, have been adopted by Amnesty. (It should be noted howeverthat not all leaders of the Commissiones are Communists, and that theproportion of political prisoners described as Communists may be inflatedbecause the official press releases., while giving detailed reports of thetrial of Communists, are reticent about describing prisoners as Socialists.)The Communist Party has promoted direct action against the Government throughindustrial action, student revolt, and political demonstrations. TheCommunist candidates have also won all the elected positions available at thelowest level of the official sindicatos, the elections having been boycottedby the Socialists and Anarchists. When those elected have attempted toexercise their legal powers they have frequently been charged under the PublicOrder Law or dismissed from employment without compensation.

The two great pre-war trade unions, the Socialist U.G.T. and theAnarchist C.N.T., continue to operate illegally, and both parties have activeyouth branches. The Socialists are traditionally strong in the Asturiasmines and in the Basque country, and a small number of adopted prisoners aredescribed as Basque Socialists, members of the U.G.T., or Anarchists andmembers• of the C.N.T.

The number of students imprisoned fluctuates, most of those.arrestedbeing released after a short time, charged under the Public Order Law orsuspended from their studies. Amnesty has adopted eight prisoners - some ofthem Communists - serving long sentences for their part in student unrest.



(iv) Illegal s.:p=tist novcimc:Its- Lr. the:. Bancue arear
•ia'ned wic'm 3unnor7,The half-million Basques joined the Republican side in the Civil War because theRepublic had granted them regional autonomy, and after the Nntionalist victory'the Basque language and local customs were suppressed. The local clergy wereunique in opposing the Nationalist cause, and have continued to support thenational aspirations of the Basque people; in 1960, 339 Bascule priests signeda letter to their bishops protesting against the denial of civil liberty,political imprisonment and the practice of torture. Since 1963 there has beena militant Basque nationalist movement, the ETA, advocating violent resistance.Sporadic violence in the Basque areas has on four occasions since the Civil Warled to the imposition of a state of emergency in the Basque areas. In 1968the assassination of a police chief believed to have tortured ETA suspects ledto hundreds of arrests and the trial in Burgos of 16 alleged terrorists, six ofwhom were sentenced to death but whose sentences were commuted. 16 allegedmembers of ETA are under investigation by Amnesty groups, since it is likelythat the allegations of violence against them are unfounded. .Ammesty'sadopted prisoners include 11 Basque priests, many of them charged withsheltering prisoners or assisting their families, and 10 Basque prisonersdescribed as nationalists or socialists and not associated with ETA.

In addition to the political prisoners, there are 200 conscientiousobjectors serving prison sentences for refusing to carry out military service.The majority are Jehovah's Witnesses. Military service is compulsory, andthere is no provision for conscientious objection on religious or ethicalgrounds. Prisoners are sentenced to successive terms of imprisonment forrefusing to carry out military service until the end of call-up age. Amnestyhas adopted 155 conscientious objectsrs.

Violence

The principal opposition group advocating violent resistance to theregime is the Basque nationalist organisation, ETA, which has carried out anumber of sabotage operations and whose members were found guilty in the Burgostrial of the assassination of a police chief. There is however an increasingamount of violence in clashes between the police and students and workers,which has led to a number of deaths - including that of a worker shot atpoint-blank while distributing pamphlets - and sporadic violence appears to beincreasing.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWOT?K

i. Laws under which most eolle are im risoned

There are three concurrent systems of law in operation, and each carriespenalties for the opponents of the regime.

' The Law on Public Order (1959, amended 1971) is administered by theExecutive. The Council of Ministers, Minister of the Interior, Director-General of Security, Civil Governors and Mayors are empowered to impose fineson persons charged with breaches of law and order. Such breaches are verywidely defined, and include organised strikes, public demonstrations, illegalmeetings, and hostile propaganda. Terms of imprisonment may be imposed in theevent of non-payment of fines. There are no rights to legal defence, andappeals lie with the higher administrative authority. Amendments introducedin July 1971 - despite strong resistance from the Cortes, the General Councilof Spanish Lawyers, and others - greatly increased the scale of fines, to amaximum of 250,000 pesetas (€1,500), which may be increased by 50% forpersistent offenders. The maximum period of imprisonment in the event of non-payment was increased from 30 to 90 days. The Law on Public Order isfrequently used against workers involved in strikes and illegal trade unionactivities.



The Penal Code is administered by the Judiciary. Its provisions include
penalties for illegal associations, 'gross insults to the Spanish nation'
(defined as a treasonable offence and carrying major iptalties), strikes, and
illegal propaganda, The Penal Code is supplemented by Decree Laws enacted
annually by the Head of State, Most political prisoners have since 1963 been
tried by the Public Order Courts established in that year (they were previously
brought before military tribunals). The accused has the right to defence
counsel and of appeal to the Sufleme Court.

The Military Courts have juriseiction in cases involving espionage,
military rebella and insurrection. "Mitary rebellion' includes mutiny,
strikes, sabotage, and any similar act if rhey are 'inspired by political
motives or seriously disturb law and order'. In addition, martial law
operates during the period of a State of E-lergency, which has been declared
on four occasions in the Basque areas since the end of the Civil War, most
recently in 1971. In 1968 the Decree against Banditry and Terrorism, under
which the military courts may impose the death sentence or up to thirty years'
imprisonment for a wide ranee of activities, was introduced to deal with the
Basque resistance. The Decree was re-enacted annually until 1971, when it was
made permanent by the incorporation of the Law of Banditry and Terrorism into
the Code of Mi/itary Justice. Lawyers were generally excluded from summary
military tribunals - this practice has recently changed - and appeals to the
Supreme Court of Military Justice may only be made by the Captain-General of
the Military Region, not on the initiative of the accused.

Penalties for such acts as illegal propaganda and strikes are therefore
provided under each of the juridical systems. There have been cases where a
prisoner has been tried by more than one court for the same offence, and
examples where a group of prisoners, involved in the same offence, have been•
separated into two groups, receiving very different penalties according to
whether they were subject to military or civil jurisdiction. In 1970 a draft
Organic Law of Justice, unifying the courts and abolishing tha exceptional
jurisdiction of the military. courts over civilians,WC3 prepared by the
Government for submission to the Cortes, but no further progress has been
reported.

ii. Judicial Procedure

In trials under the penal code, the accused does not have the right tocommunicate with a lawyer during the period between his arrest and his
appearance before a court. It is during this period that the accused-is
called upon to make a confession. Trials are public (although in practice the
public galleries are often filled by plain-clothes policemen) unless the
presiding jedge orders that they be :told in camera since matters concerning
public order or public morality are involved. There is a professional
judiciary, and appointments are made by the Executive, There is no provision
for defence counsel for persons brought before administrative tribunals under
the Public Order Law or before military courts for summary judgetent;- Spanish
advocates - both individually and collectively through the College of
Advocates, which is represented in the Cortes - have shown veat courege in
representing political prisoners, often at personal cost: some prominent
defence counsel have been suspended from practice on the grounds that they have
insulted the Public Order Court by questioning its jurisdiction or by
introducing issues considered irrelevant to the proceedings by the presiding
Judge, such as the use of torture by the police.

iii. Administrative detention

Article 18 of the Fueros provided that no Spaniard may be arrested except
in the cases prescribed by law, and that all arrested persons must be freed or
turned over to the judicial authorities within 72 hours. This provision is



frequently ignored, and there have been many instances of detention for several

weeks before the accused is brought before a judge. It is during this period

that the prisoner is called upon to make a confessien, and there have been

frequent and regular reports of the use of torture in police stations during

interrogation. After being charged before a judge, the prisoner may be kept

in 'preventive imprisonment' until his trial. Bail is often refused in

political cases, or fixed so high that the prisoner cannotpay it. There have

been cases where 'preventive imprisonment' has continued for up to three years.
During the proclamation of a state of emergency, the police may detain

suspects indefinitely without triaL
The Public Order Law (see (i) above) provides for detention for up to 90

days on the findings of an administrative tribunal.Restrictions on freedom of movement
House arrest has very occasionally been used, and in 1962 Article 14 of the

Fueros (which guarantees freedom of residence) was temporarily suspended by

Decree to enforce the exile to the Canary Islands of 80 Spaniards who had

attended a Congress of the European Movement in Munich, and called for democratic

reforms. This provision has not subsequently been used, but released prisoners

appear frequently to be blacklisted by the sindicatos to experience great

difficulties in finAing employment.
Death Penalty

The death penalty is applicable for the crime of military rebellion.

The death sentences passed on six Basque nationalists after the Burgos trial

in December 1970 were commuted by General Franco following an international

protest.

V. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT
Political prisonees are held with common criminals in prisons throughout

Spain; conscientious objectors are held in military prisons. The main

complaints received by Amnesty concern grossly inadequate medical facilities,

poor and insufficient food and sanitation, and overcrowding. Political

prisoners are frequently subjected to disciplinary punishments - including

solitary confinement for up to 80 days - for alleged misconduct, which includes

letters of protest, hunger strikes, and breaches of minor regulations.In theory, all prisoners mav earn remissiort of sentence by serving in the

prison workshops, and may serve the last quarter of their sentences under

'conditional liberty'- thesc privileges are never allowed to political

prisoners.



U.S.S .R.

NUMBER OF PRISONERS

Total number of political -risoners: The total number of prisoners is
variously estimated as between 5,000 and several hundred thousand.
Accurate information is available fo/ i.eLy a small proportion of
prisoners.. The overwhelming majority of those convicted of political

offences, and all vict:.ms of religioue persecution, are prisoners of
conscience; only a tiny minority have advocated or taken part in
acts of violence,

Number of ado ted.prisoners: 250. Amnesty has the names of some
600 persona, but adoption is only possible where some eetails of trial

and sentence are available. There are in addition 39 cases under
investigation by Amnesty groups, most of whom are prisoners awaiting
trial.

RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS which account for the detention of themajority of prisonersUntil his death in 1953, Stalin's system of governing Russia had claimed

the lives of an estimated 20 million people in twenty years, and brought abcet

the imprisonment, exile and deportation of millions more. One o: the first

acts of Stalin's successors was the abolition of the N.K.V.D., the Secret

Police whose courts had sentenced hundreds of thousands to death or labour

camps in secret and summary proceedings. Many political prisoners were

released immediately, and further amnesties and official rehabilitation (i.e,

declarations of innocence of alleged crimes) followed the eemunciation of

Stalin by Khrushchev at the 20th Party Ccngress of 19560 As far as can be

determined in the West, almost all political prisoner& detained during th2

Stalinist period have been freed, although they may have remained in the areas

to which they were banished after release from labour camps, One group

known to have been continuous17 interned in labour camps since 1944 are the

Ukrainian nationalists who resisted the Soviet re-occupacioa of the Ukraine

after the German retreat; this group are technically prisoners of war, who

have benn continuously detained in defiance of the Geneva Conventions. But

whole populations continue to suffer frcm the legacy of Stalinist persecution,

notably the Crimean Te.ars, forcibly deported to Central Asia in 1944 and denied

the right to return to the Crimea although members of other nationalities

have been allowed to settle there.
Destalinization brought the release and rehabilitation uf political

prisoners but it should not be interpreted as a policy of liberalization.

Stalin's successors have aimed to establish legality, to strengthen party

organs and party democracy, and to promote economic growth. Destalinization

was never intended to alter the totalitarian character of the Soviet system

or to authorize dissent, and the sweeping terme of the relevant articles of

the post-Stalinist legal codes have provided the Soviet authorities with ample

powers to suppress critics of the State. During the 1960's an increasing

number of Stalinist functionaries were reinstated in high effice, and the

present leadership's determination to enforce the Moscow interpretation of

Communist orthodoxy was definitively demonstrated by the invasion of
Caechoslovakia in 1968. The KGB, successor to the :KVA, is probably the most

massive security system in the world, and it effectively controls political

arrests and trials (see IV below). The State restricts freedoka of expression.

freedom of assembly, 'freedom of movement, employmint, education and religious

observance; critics of Soviet policy, advocates of civil rights, members of

certain religious groups, and leaders of national minorities are subjected to

continuous pressure and frequently pro3ecuted.
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Political dissent is seen by the authoritizs as either an unnecessaryluxury or a threat to the security of the state: its size and geographicalposition between Europe and the Far East has made the task of its rulersdifficult•

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

1. Critics of the Soviet Government and advocates of civil rights
The prisoners in this group are those best known in the West. Theyinclude the writers, scientists and academics who, despite the continuouslyrepressive policies of the Soviet Government, have protested against Sovietpolicy, denounced the suppression of civil rights, and publicized theconditions under which prisoners are detained in labour camps and mentalhospitals. The civil rights movement has been growing since 1960, and theSoviet authorities have been embarrassed by the support the movement hasobtained from leading scientists (who occupy a privileged position and are tosome extent protected by their international repute) and writers. Thefounders of the Soviet Committee for Human Rights (established in November 1970and declared illegal the following February) included eminent scientists, whowere joined by the writer Alexander Solzenhitsyn. No critics of the Sovietregime are immune from persecution of some form. this may take the form ofprofessional demotion, enforced "treatment" in a mental hospital on the basis ofa bogus psychiatric examination, loss of employment and residence permits, aterm of imprisonment in a prison or labour camp, or exile to a remote area.Details of the civil rights movement and of the penalties imposed on itssupporters are assembled in the Chronicle of Current Events, an undergroundjournal circulated in typescript in the Soviet Union and published in London,in an English translation, by Amnesty International. Those detained includecritics of Soviet policy (including the demonstrators who staged a briefsit-down in the Red Square, Moscow, in protest against the Soviet invasion ofCzechoslovakia), distributors of samizdat (unofficial literature), and thosewho have themselves protested against imprisonment of critics of the regime -the most recent well-known case being that of Vladimir Bukovsky, who wassentenced to a total of 12 years of imprisonment, exile, and house arrest,for publicising the treatment of dissidents in mental hospitals; he hadpreviously served three years' imprisonment in a labour camp for agitation infavour of the writers Sinvavsk7 (..nd

Amnesty knows of between 75 and 100 prisoners in the category. Themajority of them are members of the intelligentsia.

Reli inus risoners of conscience

The majority of the prisoners sentenced because of their religious beliefsare members of the dissident Baptist congregations which broke away from theofficial All-Union Council of Evangelical Christian Baptists (AUCEB) in 1960on the grounds that the AUCEB was influenced by atheists from the State Councilfor Religious Affairs in Moscow. Most dissident Baptist congregations havebeen refused the registration which the authorities require, and are subjectto continuous persecution. Both the leadership (such as the leaders of the1966 Moscow deputation of 157 Baptists from all over the Soviet Union, and theleaders of the Council of Baptist Prisoners' Relatives, formed in 1964) and therank and file have been sentenced to terms of imprisonment for allegeddisturbances of the peace or for breaking the laws which regulate the practiceof religion in the USSR. The persecution of religions in the Soviet Union hasvaried in intensity according to the determination of the central authoritiesin enforcing atheism (both Baptists and some leaders of the Orthodox Churchwere subjected to persecution during Khruschev's anti-religious nurge in theearly 1960's) and there has always'been some variation in anti-religious



persecution in diffarent parts of tile U3S1?, A small group of prisoners 4avebeen sentenced for advocating political reform along religious lines.
In December 1970 the second All-Union Congress OL the Council of BaptistPrisoners' Relatives in Kiev addressed an open letter to the Secretary Generalof the United Nations recording that since 1962, 524 Baptists had beenimprisoned, of whom 176 were currently detained. There are at present 130prisoners adopted by Amnesty who have been convicted for breaking.the lawsregulating the practice of religion; some of them have been also sentencedfor carrying out anti-Soviet propaganda. The Baptist prisoners are drawnfrom all parts of the Soviet Union and the majority are labourers or artisans.
Although the majority of religious prisoners of conscience in the USSRare Baptists, some members of the Orthodox Church have also been sentenced toterms of imprisonment for breaches of the laws controlling religious practice.There are some prisoners who are members of small sects, notably the bannedJehovah's Witnesses.

iii.Leaders of national and ethnic minorities

Each of the 15 Republics composing the USSR represents a national group,whose cultural and linguistic rights are recognised to varying degrees by theConstitution, and there are in addition 91 recognised 'national groups'.The Russians are the largest nationality, and there is controversy about theextent to which national languages other than Russian are recognised; a numberof national groups believe that their civil and cultural rights are being denied,Amnesty has records of prisoners sentenced for advocating greater nationalrights for the Armenian, Moldavian, Latvian, Ukrainian and Turkmen people.
The majority of prisoners in this category are Ukrainians. Ukrainianresentment of Moscow was intensified by Stalin's forcible collectivizationof agriculture in the 1930s and the massacre and deportations of the Kulaks,the large farmers, by Stalin. Many Ukrainians welcomed the Germanoccupation of 1941 and resisted Soviet re-occupation in 1944. Latterly therehave been protests and many arrests for the Ukrainians' opposition to whatthey tonsidered to be an intolerable policy of Russification, including theuse of Russian in secondary schools and universities. The Soviet Governmenthas taken strong action to suppress Ukrainian nationalism: the leaders of ashort-lived non-violent secessionist movement were sentenced to 15 years'imprisonment in 1961. Amnesty know of numerous cases of Ukrainiannationalists imprisoned for advocating greater autonomy for the Ukraine or forprotesting against alleged discrimination against Ukrainian in the proportionof books published by the State. There are similar, smaller movements in theBaltic provinces, and in Moldavia, and Armenia.

The Crimean Tatars have been pressing for the right to return to theirhomeland. They were deported to Central Asia in 1944, with great loss oflife, and although they have been officially cleared of the charge ofcollaborating with the Germans, they have been refused permission to returnto the Crimea, although members of other nationalities have been allowed tosettle there. Major-General Grigorenko has been held in a mental hospitalsince 1969 for taking un their cause, and a number of their leaders havebeen sentenced to terms of imprisonment for allegedly exaggerating the numberswho died as a result of deportation.

Most Soviet Jews live in the cities of western Russia and the Ukraine.(There are only a few thousand in the so-called Jewish region in easternSiberia called Birobidzhan). The pogroms of Tsarist times are stillremembered, and during Stelin's antisemitic campaign of 1948-52, all JeWishschools, theatres, and publishing houses were shut and many leading Yiddishwriters and Jewish leaders were shot. Although this campaign is offici



condemned, the Middle East War of 1967 and Soviet pro-Arab policy produced anew wave of antisemitism. Many Soviet Jews - a small but growing minorityhave applied for permission to emigrate to Israel. Only a fraction of thetotal number of applications have been granted, but over the years somethousands have been allowed to emigrate: 13,000 were allowed to do so in 1971,an exceptionally high year. Many of those who have applied to emigrate havebeen victimised by being deprived of their jobs, and interrogated by the KGB.Some have been sentenced to terms of imprisonment for allegedly disseminatingZionist propaganda. In 1970 a group of Leningrad Jews were sentenced tolong terms of imprisonment for a plot to hijack an aeroplane and fly to Israel.The number who have applied to emigrate is estimated at 70,000. In addition,some of those imprisoned for their activities in the civil rights movementare Jews.

Violence

Few prisoners in the Soviet Union have been involved in acts or attemptedacts of violence (the Leningrad hi-jack plot being an exception) - theobstacles to violent opposition to the State are.obvious. There have been somefringe organisations such as the All-Russian Social-Christian Union for theLiberation of the People, which advocated a popular rising against the regime,but the State is so powerful that such groups command little support.Outbursts of popular violence of a non-political character - such as food riots(reported in the Donbass in 1962) - are dealt with by troops. There have beenfrequent incidents of violence being employed by the police against peacefuldemonstrators or religious meetings.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

ii Laws under which most eo le are imprisoned

Treedom of speech, freedomok the press, and freedom of assembly areguaranteed by Article 125 of the Soviet Constitution of 1936, and freedom ofreligion by Article 124, but these guarantees have no application in practice.The USSR abstained from voting when the Universal Declaration of Human Rightswas adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1948.
Freedom of expression and freedom cf assembly are restricted byArticles 70 and 190 of the Penal Code of the Russian Soviet Federated SocialistRepublic (RSFSR), and by similar provisions in the Penal Codes of the other14 Republics comprising the USSR. These Penal Codes were drawn up in thepost-Stalinist period, when the criminal law was revised and rationalised, andthe Courts were strengthened. The Special Board of the NKVD - which had beenresponsible for the execution, imprisonment and exile of hundreds of thousandsof 'socially dangerous persons' in secret and summary proceedings - wasabolished immediately After Stalin's death. The Statute on Military Tribunals(1958) limited their jurisdiction over civilians to cases of espionage andcomplicity in military trials. In the same year, reforms in the criminalcodes included the abolition of such counter-revolutionary crimes as 'representimeor committing a socially dangerous act' or 'active deeds against the working classor against the revolutionary movement', while the penalties for politicaloffences were rationalised and reduced: the maximum period of deprivation offreedom was reduced from 25 to 15 years, exile and banishment were limited tofive years, and such punishments as being declared an enemy of the people anddeprivation of political and civil rights were abolished.
BUt although the jargon of.counter-revolutionary crimes and punishmentsdisappeared, and the arbitrary methods characteristic of Stalin's regime gaveway to a rationalised system of jurisdiction the range of political offencesremains wide enough to include any criticism of the regime; political offences



have continuud t; bo punishab1,1 by hwicr tha:1 cotton crimes. pru.
original RSFSR Penal Code cf 1960 was thought by many Soviet citizens and
politicians to be too lenient in its treatment of political offences, and the

range of political crimes has been extended. In 1961-2 penalties for the most

serious crimes against the State (which include anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda) were drastically increased, an additional sentence of a period of
exile was applied as a supplementary punishment in a large number of crimes,

and a new range of crimes against the State - including crimes against the
economic and administrative system - were introducc?d.Most critics of the Soviet regime are convicted under Articles 70 or 190

Section I of the RSFSR Penal Code or their equivalent. Article 70 provides
that

"agitation or propaganda carried out with the purpose of subverting
or weakening the Soviet regime or in order to commit particularly
dangerous crimes against the State, the dissemination.or production
or harbouring for the said purpose of literature of similar content
are punishable by imprisonment for a period of from six months
to seven years."

"Anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda" have been interpreted in the widest

terms to silence writers critical of the regime. The terms of Article 190,
Section I, introduced in the autumn of 1966, are however wider still, providing

that

"the systematic distribution in verbal form of clearly false
fabrications discrediting the Soviet State and public order, as
well as the preparation or distribution in written, printed or
other form of such contents shall be punished by deprivation
of liberty of up to three years ... "

Article 190, Section I, renders any verbal criticism of the Soviet system

a punishable offence, and there is no necessity to prove that the accused
intended to "subvert or weaken Soviet authority". Similar penalties may be
imposed for "the organisation as well as participation in group activities
which rudely disturb public order" (Article 190, Section 3), and have been
invoked against Baptist gatherings as well as against the Red Square
demonstrators in 1968.

The lawsregulating freedom of religion are complex. The activities of
religious organisations have been severely curtailed since the 1929 Law on
Religious Associations, which limits the holding of religious services and the

conduct of religious education to registered communities, which nay lease
premises for these purposes from the State. The religious groups recognised

by the State arc the Russian Orthodox Church, the Baptist Church and the Jewish

and Muslim communities. Certain groups, such as the Eastern Rite Roman
Catholics (the Uniates) and the dissident Baptist congregations, have a semi-

legal status; others such as the Jehovah's Witnesses, are banned'outright.Article 142 of the RSFSR Penal Code provides for the separation of church

and State and provides penalties of up to three years in a labour camp for such

actions as "enforced collections and taxation for the benefits of reLigious
organisations", "the committing of deceitful acts, aiming at arousing religious

superstition among the masses of the population", "the organisation and
systematic teaching of religion to minors". Article 227 nrovides penalties

of up to five years' imprisonment for the organisation of activities which,
under the appearance of preaching religious beliefs and performing religious

ceremonies, are "connected with causing harm to citizens' health or with any

other infringements of the person or rights of citizens, or with,inducing
citizens to refuse social activity or performance of civil duties, or If



drawing minors into such groups." Specific propaganda directed at the commissionof such acts is punishable by up to three years' imprisonment.

These laws enable the Soviet authorities to nersecute religious grouns of
all denominations. In addition to the specific penalties provided, Article 227
lays down that if the activities mentioned "do not represent a great social
danger, measures of social pressure nay be applied to them". This provision
provides legal immunity for the disruption of religious meetings and the
harrassment of religious groups.

ii. Judicial rocedure

One of the most important post-Stalinist reforms was the abolition of
indefinite detention without trial, and political prisoners are now tried and
sentenced by the courts - with the important exception of those confined in
mental hospitals who may be detained indefinitely on the findings of a Special
Board of Psychiatrists, although there have been cases where such prisoners
have been tried in absentia on the ground of their mental unfitness to plead,
and ordered by the courts to undergo a period of compulsory treatment.
This respect for legality (which is nart of the general strengthening of the
courts and the procuracy as part of the legal reforms of the early 1960's)does not mean that trials are open in the Western sense; in the first place,
no political prisoners are ever acquitted, although prisoners are occasionally
released after investigation - this implies that decisions as to the guilt of
a prisoner are taken by the Security Police in deciding whether to bring a
prisoner to trial, and not by the judges; in the second place, political
trials are not usually open to the public - close relatives are occasionally
allowed into the court, but although Soviet Law states that trials shall be
open to the public unless state secrete are involved, the public galleries are
often filled with plain clothes Security policemen and the public are not
allowed to attend. Invariably finding political offenders guilty, the
judiciary are assumed to be acting in accordance with the dictates of the
Security Police or the Central Committee of the Communist Party, who are also
probably responsible for determining sentences.

The rights of defence counsel have been cautiously expanded in recent
years; the Constitution declares that the accused has the right to defence,
but does not specify at what stage in the proceedings this right may be
exercised. An amendment of August 1970 permits defence counsel to be presentat the preliminary examination with the consent of the prosecutor, and there
are Soviet jurists who are anxious to extend the right of defence counsel to
the moment of arrest. Although the defence lawyers in political trials have
argued that, for example, the prosecution's case does not amount to a breach of
the laws involved, their speeches do not appear to make any impact on the courts.

iii. Administrative detention

Prisoners are not held without trial, in prisons for indefinite periods,
although the period of investigation before trial may last for up to a year,
and during this period bail is not allowed, visits from relatives are rarely
permitted, and lawyers are only given access to prisoners after the completionof preliminary investigations.

Confinement in mental hospitals is a particular form of imprisonment
without trial: even if an individual is committed to undergo a course of
treatment in a mental hospital by a court order the accused is disqualified
from pleading against such an order by reason of his alleged insanity.



iv. Exile

The Penal Code provides that exile of between two and five years may be
imposed as a punishment on its own cr as a supplementary punishment following
a term of imprisonment in a prison or a labour camp. Exile consists in the
removal of a convicted person from his place cf residence, to a remote place,
where he is assigned work by the executive committee of local Soviets of
Workers' Deputies.

Banishment may also be imposed as a basic or supplementary punishment,.
and consists in a prohibition aeainst a convicted person living in certain
lccalities, without prescribing where he shall go.

Under an edict of the Soviet Fraesidium of 1961 persons who "avoid
socially useful work, derive unearned income from the exploitation of land plots,
automobiles, or housing, or commit other anti-social acts which enable them to
lead a parasitic way of life" may be sentenced to "resettlement" in designated
localities, where they are obliged to work. A number of writers have been
sentenced to terms of "resettlement" under these anti-parasite laws.V. Restrictions on freedom of movement

There is no freedom of movement or residence in the Soviet Union.
Residence permits are required for all citizens, and mav be withheld from people
in trouble with the authorities. Residence permits in towns are given only
to those who were born there, who have lived there for a substantial period of
time, or who have been offered employment there. It is under such regulations
that the Crimean Tatars have been refused permission to return to the Crimea.
Town dwellers with residence permits and certain other people may obtain
internal passports which enable them to travel to most places within the USSR
without formality, subject to registration with the local militia. The vast
majority of rural inhabitants cannot obtain such passports and are seriously
restricted in their freedom to choose employment or travel.

Employment is controlled by the State. Individuals under suspicion by
the authorities may have difficulty in obtaining the employment of their choice,
or be dismissed from their positions -this has frequently occurred in the case
of Jews who have applied for permission to emigrate. The courts may impose a
sentence of "correctional tasks without deprivation of freedom", whereby a
convicted person is assigned for a period of up to a year to particular tasks
"determined by those in charge of the execution of the sentence". . During this
period, the convicted persons have to pay between 5 and 20 per cent of their
wages to the State. The Courts may also disqualify convicted persons from
occupying certain offices or engagicgin certain activity.

There is no freedom to emigrate. Trips abroad are only possible in the
context of Party-approved missions, delegations or tourist groups and the
procedure for obtaining permission to travel abroad in this way is perhaps one
of the most complex in the world; the applicants are often refused permission,
even at the last moment. The absence 'of freedom to emigrate has been
demonstrated by the attempts of many Seviet Jews to obtain permission to
emigrate to Israel. The fact that several thousand have been allowed to do so
represents an exceptional concession by the Soviet authorities.vi. Death Penalt

The death penalty is provided for the most serious crimes against the
State and for some economic crimes, but is seldom used. Although two of the
Leningrad Jews who plotted to hi-jack an aeroplane were sentenced to death in
December 1970, the sentence was commuted as a result of international
publicity.



V. PRISON CONDITIONS

Prison conditions in the Soviet Union are *Jell documented in the accountsof former prisoners publishd in the West. The majority of politicalprisoners are detained in the Dubrovlag (Pottle) complex of prison camps inMordovia, 200 miles south-east of Moscow, where 30,000 prisoners are detained.There are recent reports that labour camps still exist in the Kolyma districtof North-East Siberia. Political prisoners are subject to worse treatmentthan many criminals; they are almost invariably held under the second mostaustere of the four categories of prison treatment, the "strict regime", underwhich they receive a daily ration of 2,400 calories (sufficient for a childaged 7-11) on which they are required to perform heavy manual work in allseasons. "Refractory" prisoners arc placed on "special regime" punishmentrations of 1,300 calories. These conditions ranidly undermine the prisoner'shealth and amount to a policy of deliberate starvation. An appeal to theInternational Red Cross from a group of political priscners in the Mordovianlabour camps in December 1971 stated that

"the entire system of camp maintenance is aimed at-graduallytransforming a person into an unthinking, intimidated, andobedient animal, consenting in advance to anything at all".
The prisoners declared that more than half the 480 inmates in their campwere invalids, whose health had been undermined by deprivation of calories andvitamins, and who were denied medical facilities. Similarly harsh Conditionsof imprisonment have been described by Baptist leaders. Conditions inVladimir Prison in Moscow are reported to be worse than those in the labourcamps (though there are some reports of improved conditions in prisons elsewher0.
Physical violence is not used during interrogation, solitary confinementand prolonged questioning being the characteristic forms of psychologicalpressure used to secure confessions.

During the last ten years, mental hospitals have been used to an increasingextent for the punishment of political dissidents. The victims are subjectedto drug therapy, and are held on the basis of spurious forensic diagnoses,alongside genuinely deranged persons. The majority of reported cases werediagnosed at the Serbsky Institute in Moscow, but similar detentions are knownto have been ordered in Special Psychiatric Hospitals in other parts of theSoviet Union. The victims include writers and scientists.

Internment in a mental hospital can cause permanent physical andpsychological damage, and there have been cases of death resulting from themethods of 'treatment' employed or from suicide. There is no limit to thelength of time for which a prisoner can be detained in a mental hospital,and released prisoners may be ordered to submit to further periods ofcompulsory 'treatment' or 'investigation'.



IRAN

I. NUMBER OF PRISONERS

Total number of olitical risoners
No official figures are available; unofficial estimates range from 2,000
to 20,000. The latter figure is perhaps high, but numbers have
undoubtedly risen in the last 18 months. It is impossible to estimate
the number of prisoners of conscience and distinguish them from drug
smugglers and guerilla activists, since most trials are held in secret,
and information is, generally speaking, extremely difficult to obtain.Number of ado ted risoners: 15. This low figure reflects the
difficulty in obtaining reliable information.

II. RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Iran is, in theory, a constitutional monarchy; in practice, however, the

Crown is the sole source of authority. The present King, Mohammad Reza Shah,
ascended the throne in 1941, on the abdication of his father. At that time,
Iran was occupied by Russian and British forces.

In the immediate post-war period, the Shah faced considerable challenges
to his rule, which may help to explain his present refusal to allow any
opposition, and his persecution of dissidents. Under the protection of
Soviet forces who, together with the British, had occupied the country in 1941,
an independent Republic was proclaimed in Azerbaijan, a province of Northern
Persia, by the communist Tudeh Party; and, under considerable pressure, the
Shah was forced to accept communists in his cabinet. Members of the Tudeh
Party were later expelled, and the republic in Azerbaijan collapsed; but in
the late forties and early fifties, a new crisis presented a further challen&e.a

The Prime Minister, Dr. Mossadeq, managed to create a National Front, uniting
a wide variety of opposition groups on the demand for the nationalisation of
the oil industry, largely controlled by British interests, and in 1951 the
Majlis and the Senate approved a Bill nationalising the oil industry. The
issue quickly became a constitutional one concerning the relative powers of
King and Prime Minister and, after internal disturbances, the Shah was forced
to flee the country. In his absence, the Army put down the opposition,
Dr. Mossadeq was arrested, and the Shah was invited to return. Agreement
with the oil companies was reached in 1954.

Once the Shah had shown his ability to survive such a severe crisis, the
American attitude to his regime, formerly sceptical of his survival, began to
change. The Shah himself determined to use increased oil revenues and
American aid to finance a programme of economic development and a carefully
controlled series of social reforms, including land reform. At the saws time,
the American Central Intelligence Agency helped to provide the Shah with an
efficient security organisation.

The new policy, cautious at first, encountered considerable opposition
from the landowners, who at that time dominated the parliament; and there was
considerable, though sporadic, unrest in the towns, whose causes were partly
economic. Nevertheless, in 1963, the Shah announced his 'White Revolution' -
land reform, worker shares in industry, nationalisation of some natural
resources, a literacy campaign, the emancipation of women - and promptly held a
national referendum to endorse it. The degree of reform achieved by the
'White Revolution' is difficult to assess.



In the period after 1963, the country was politically stable and
economically strong. There was no return to the widespread strikes and riots
of the Mossadeq era; opposition to the Shah appeared weak and divided, and
lacking in firm basis of active popular support. Ncvertheless, opposition
certainly continued, and, recently, some groups have t".ken to guerilla action
and assassination.

Fear of assassination is probably an important motive for surveillance,
and repression in Iran. In 1965, an attempt was made on the life of the
Shah by a conscript soldier in the Imperial Guard, Such fears were increased
by the assassination, in April 1971, of the Military Prosecutor, General Farsiu,
shortly after a secret military court had passed a number of death sentences.

The government has been faced, more recently, with the organisation of.
bands of guerillas. In 1971, there were several repol.ts of attacks on police
stations in remote regions. Thirteen people accused of such activities at
Siakhal in the north-west were executed and, subsequently, fifty more persons
were arrested. In addition, there seem to be some signs of more general
unrest; in the spring of 1971, there were reports of disturbances at the
University of Tehran, and of strikes and disturbances in factories near the
capital.

•

Political tension increased in October 1971, when Iran celebrated the
2,500th anniversary of.the foundation of the Persian Empire. The celebrations
were preceded by a wave of arrests - between 1,000 and 4,000 people were
interned, and the enormous cost of the celebrations caused widespread resentment.
Early in 1972, it was learnt that over 120 persons would.be tried. In
February a series of trials began before the Tehran r.ilitary Tribunal; the
charges ranged from armed robbery and attempted kidnap to the formation of
illegal assocations. By the middle of May, about half the defendants had been
.seritenced.and 23 had been executed. The attitude of the Government has
undoubtedly hardened. e

III. Analysis of Political Prisoners

Most political prisoners whose names have becorse known abroad are students
or members of the professional class; university teachers, bank employees etc.,
whose opposition is liberal or left-wing in character. There are occasional
reports of arrests of religious leaders, and in 1970, after the crisis in Iran's
relations with Iraq, some Kurds were detained, IL is possiele that industrial
workers have also been arrested.

Some political prisoners may not be members of any identifiable group, but
had simply been associated with a group of friends who discussed politics and
expressed disapproval of the Shah or of his policies. Others may be members
or ex-members of the recently banned Iranian Confederation of Students.
Recently, some of those on trial have been linked with small groups of
guerillas, who advocate the use of violence and have sympathy, and perhaps
contact, with the Palestinian liberation movements. It should be noted that
people who were associated, in even the most minor way, with Mossadeq's
National Front, and who came to the attention of the securif-i police at that
time, are peculiarly subject to arrest when they are connected with any protest
or strike.

Violence

Violence on the part of opponents to the regime hes undoel,tedly increased
in the last year or so; but whether this represents a temporary upsurge of
frustration, or a growing movement, is difficult to say, Certainly, it is
caused in part by the repressive nature of the regime; .A.th the increase of
violence the government has become more intransigent,
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IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

i. Laws under which most eo le are im risoned
Most political prisoners have been charged under Article 1 of the LawEstablishing Lhe National Intelligence and Security Organisation (SAVAK) which

makes it an offence, punishable with from three months to ten years'imprisonment, to form or to belong to a group or association whose ideology
is in opposition to the Constitutional Monarchy or is communist or Marxist in
nature. The vagueness of the wording in the latter article, and the actual
conduct of trials, mean that the mildest and most peaceful critics of theregime can be convicted of political offences.

Articles 316-320 of the Military Criminal Code also provide for the trial
and punishment of those participating in, or plotting+ the assassination ofthe Shah. The death sentence may be imposed for this offence.

Some persons, whose crime was essentially criticism of, or opposition to,
the regime may have been arrested under the pretext that they had beensmuggling drugs. This offence carries the death penalty, which has in many
cases been carried out.

Judicial Procedure

All political crimes against the State fall within the jurisdiction of the
permanent military tribunals, whose establishment is provided for by theSupplementary Constitutional Law (1907), which reads 'Military Courts shall be
organised throughout the country in accordance with special laws'.

The constitutinnality of trial by military tribunal appears to bequestionable, since the Constitution provides that 'in political and press
offences, a jury must be present'. Whether trials can legally be heldin camera is also a matter of doubt, since the Constitution and the Military
Criminal Code are in conflict on this point. But defence objections on either
of these grounds have always been rejected.

The entire investigation of alleged political crimes, and the preparation
of the files on the basis of which trials are conducted, is entrusted to the
security police organisation, SAVAK, which acts in private and is subject tono form of judicial control. Criticism of Iranian legal procedure in political
cases has bean almost universal among foreign lawyers who attended trials since
1965.

The military tribunals are composed of four military judges. At thebeginning of 1972 it was announced that foreign observers and journalists would
be prohibited from attending trials. Appeals may be made to the Military Court
of Appeal, and the Shah has the right to grant clemency. One surprising
feature of tha 1972 trials has been the Appeal Courts extension of sentences;
in some cases, it has imposed death sentences on prisoners sentenced in the
first instances to life-imprisonment.

Administrative detention

Pre-trial prisoners may be held by SAVAK indefinitely during thepreparation of the prosecution case, and suspects are often held incommunicado
for many monthsr It is frequently alleged that prisoners are tortured during
this period to obtain confessions or information, and no legal remedies ere
available to them. It seems likely that many of the accusations of torture
are substantially true.



Death Penalt

The death penalty may be imposed for the crime of plotting theassassination of the Shah, and for violent offences. Since 1971 there hasbeen  a dramatic increase in the number of prisoners sentenced to death andexecuted. It is believed that more than 30 executions have been carriedout since the beginning of 1972 alone.

In cases falling within the investigating jurisdiction of SAVAK, a suspector an accused person has no right of access to a legal adviser during theinvestigation of the case. Once the investigation is completed, the accusedhas a right to select one or more military personnel to act as defence counsel.Once defence counsel has been appointed, he must be allowed five days, betweenten and five days before the opening of the trial, to study the file and toprepare the defence.

Conditions of Im risonment

The physical conditions in some prisons in Tehran, seen by one Amnestyobserver, are fairly good. Very little is known about prisons outside Tehran;conditions in some are probably primitive and uncomfortable, and bad climaticconditions, particularly in the south of Iran, have badly affected the healthof some prisoners. There seems also to be a certain amount of casualbrutality, practised on political and criminal offenders alike.



BRAZIL

NUMBER OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

1.  Total number of olitical prisoners: According to the Commission ofWorld Jurists, there were about 12,000 political prisoners in Brazilin May 1970. This number probably fluctuates, but has certainlyremained very high. It is impossible to ascertain the number ofgenuine prisoners of conscience. The growth of violent resistance andthe development of urban guerilla groups has meant that a large numberof persons are detained because of their real or suspected associationwith groups advocating or using violence, and in only a small proportionof these cases is it possible to diicover whether such allegations aretrue or false.

Number of ado ted risoners: 119. There are 59 cases under investigation-

RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

It is necessary, in any discussion of Brazilian politics, to be aware ofthe country's enormous size, and of the'economic and social variety of itsconstituent states. Brazil, in fact, is as large as the United States minusAlaska, and until the dictatorship of Getulio Vargas, which lasted from 1937until 1945, the country was organised mainly as a loosefederation of autonomousstates, each governed by a political boss with local militia under his owncommand. Vargas attempted to change this situation by creating a centralisedgovernment and a national system of political institutions controlled fromthe centre.

The Army had played a crucial role in Brazilian history, helping to endslavery in 1888 and to depose the Emperor Pedro II in 1889. For the firstfew years of the Republic, army officers, almost alone, governed the country,until they were ousted from power by politicians of the wealthy states ofSao Paulo and Minas Gerais. The officers remained important; and their supportfor Getulio Vargas was crucial. The Army's tradition of involvement in politics,and the centrifugal tendencies of Brazilian society, in which civilian politicianstend to represent local loyalties rather than broad national or class interests,has made, it natural for army offic•rs to regard themselves as the only truly'representative' group in Brazil. Indeed, civilian government has generallyexisted only on the sufferance of the army and the other armed forces.
The Army removed Vargas from power in 1945. A series of civilian ,presidents followed, none of whom attempted increasingly necessary reforms,until, in 1961, Joao Goulart took office, proposing redistribution of land tothe peasants, the extension of voting rights to illiterates, and other majorreforms'. The Army, alarmed at the proposed reforms and dismayed at theworsening economic situation in Brazil, seized power on 31 March 1964.
For a short period after the 1964 coup, few repercussions were felt inin the area of civil liberties; political parties continued to function, althoughweakened by the loss of key figures, Congress remained unimpaired, and thepress remained remarkably free to criticise the government. However, theresults of the gubernatorial elections in 1965 were widely interpreted as amajor defeat for the regime, which, fearful for its position and conscious ofits self-assigned role as 'voice of the people', passed 'Institutional Act No 2'.The Act gave the President power to suspend Congress and to govern by decree,called for indirect presidential elections, And dissolved existing political



parties; new parties, sponsored by the government, were quickly created.

Criticism of the government increased from many quarters-towards the
end of Castello Branco's term of ofiice, due to expire in 1967. In particular,
there was a growing demand for more concern over social matters, expressed
notably by Dom Helder Camara, Archbishop of Olinda and Recife. Nben
Castello Branco was succeeded (in 1967) by Marshal Costa e Silva, the new
President spoke of 'humanising' the government, and restoring democracy; but
the President himself was a prisoner of his right-wing colleagues - perhaps
because nothing came of such promises.

By 1968, many of the more outspLken and aCtive opponents of the regime,
ranging in opinion from liberals to revolutionary communists, had come to the
conclusion that violence was the only viable means of opposing the military
regime. No doubt, this mood was assisted by the demoralisation of former
civilian leaders and their inability to offer the government any effcctive
challenge - in any case, many Brazilians, whilst they disliked the military
regime, identified the politicians with corruption and patronage.

Throughout 1968, violence on both sides increased. Urban guerilla groups
were formed, and voluntary 'Death Squads', many of whose members were off-duty
policemen , began systematically to eliminate opponents of the regime, suspected
criminals., homosexuals, etc. The activities.of these groups were at first
ignored by the authorities.

Increasing violence led, in December 1971, to new repressive measures al=

Institutional Act No 5 and a Complementary Act - which provided for the
indefinite dismissal of Congress, the dissolution of state and municipal
assemblies, the bestowal of sweeping new powers on the President, and the
imposition of a rigid censorship on the press and other media.

The new measures .probably helped to cause the rapid increase in the
level. of violence. Shortly after th.1 kidnapping by gu..rillas of US Ambassador
Burke Elbrick, a new Act imposed the death penalty for the 'crime of
psychological warfare and revolutionary or subversive war'. The government,
claiming that the country was, in effect, et war, explained that it now had
unlimited powers to act against any individual or groups it chose to describe
as subversive. This measure completed the destruction of civil liberties.

In October 1969, Costa e Silva Tqas succeeded by Emilio Garrastazu Medici,
whose selection by the armed forces represented a further move towards repression
and intransigence. It is from this date that well authenticated reports of
torture, often of an unspeakably hideous kind, begin to abound, The number
of reports of intimidation and of arbitrary arrest also increased considerably.

In February 1970, the government launched a major campaign, accompanied
by an appeal by General Syseno Sarmento, for all 'loyal Brazilians' to
denounce 'Communist cells' or 'suspicious' neighbours. By May, according to
a Commission of World Jurists' report, there were about 12,000political
prisoners in Brazil, although this figure may have been toohigh. In early
June, the Brazilian Bishops, in a joint pastoral letter, condemned the
torture of political prisoners.

During 1971, there was no respite in the continued violence and repression.
Newest reports,are that the tandency.is now to shoot wanted persons on sight
after having followed them long enough to gain an idea of their contacts.
There are unconfirmed reports that persons may be arrested and interrogated
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for short periods (24 hours) and then killed. Officially, they are listed
as shot on capture. Often, proceedings open against people who are already
known to be dead. Official releases say that they are in hiding, or in exile.Legal and political developments do not give much promise for
liberalisation in the near future, Decree.lqw 69.534 signed in November 1971
in Brazil by President Medici, fpr example, gives thu President the power to
draft secret or reserve (censored or limited explanation and circulation)
decrees concerning any matter related to the national security. These
decrees will be published in an official jeurnal„.noted by number. The
government wilt futnish only a 'brief resumi in such a way so as not to
break the secrecy.' .

A new human rights law signed by Medici on 6 December 1971 also follows
this principle of mystery. The law provides, that the meetings of the Council
for the Defence of Human Rights will henceforth hold, its sessions in secret
and that its decisions will be secret as well, The Council itself was
enlarged in order to seat more government representatives.

Thus, Brazilian citizens are now in a position where they may be
breaking 'secret' laws of which they are unaware; they may have certain
individual rights protected as well, but these too remain a mystery. Reductio
ad absurdium of the principle 'ignorance of the law is no excuse':Hopes for popular elections in 1974 of state governors, as promised
by the constitution promulgated by the military in 1969, have been dimmed
by recent actions taken by Medici. Popular elections for these positions,
powerful posts in a country of Brazil's size, were last allowed in 1965.
Since then, governors have been appointed by the government, and ratified
by the state legislative assemblies. On 3 April, in a surprise move,
the President submitted a-constitutional amendment, changing the rules for
state gubernatorial elections. This was seen as a clear signal that the
military-led regime does not intend to allow a return to direct democracy
in Brazil in the near future,

III. ANALYSIS OF-POLITICAL PRISONERS
Detailed information on the backgrounds of political prisoners is

difficult to obtain. However, almost anyone even suspected of mild dissent,
is likely to be held by the police and subject to harrassment. Sometimes
suspects are held for only a few hoursat days; but there have been many
reports of torture during interrogation, ,and certain groups, such as students,
are particularly liable to such treatment.

Prisoners held for long periods include dissident Catholic priests and
nuns, trade unionists, students, intellectuals, and politicians of the
'old regime'. Many prisoners may not be active politically, but have merely
expressed, or are suspected of having expressed, disapproval of the regime
or its methods. Others may be liberals, or Catholics concerned with social
injustice, socialists or revolutionary communists.

Violence

The extent and intensity of political violence in Brazil has increased
rapidly.since 1964, and it seams probably that a large measure of
responsibility for this rests with the government. Active opponents of
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the regime are probably a minority, although a far larger section of thecommunity may be privately opposed to the regime. Violence by the oppositi n
is to soMe degree the result of despair.

IV. THE LLGAL FRAMEWORK

1. Laws under which eo le are arrested

A large body of repressive legislation has been brought into
existence since the aeizure of power by the military. Laws are vaguely
worded, sometimes contradictory, and, repressive as they are, are oftenevaded or ignored. Essentially, then, Brazil is a country without eventhe Minimum safeguards of legality or civil liberties.

Nevertheless, it may be useful to give here a selection of relevantlegislation, which is at present known to Amnesty.

Early legislation subjected teachers and students to criminal
sanctions if they acted 'against the public order' - a phrase broadly
interpreted by the military tribunals - and further legislation prohibited'subversive propaganda'. In effect, the latter measure makes it a crime
to disseminate facts which, even if true, might create againstthe authorities.

An Institutional Act passed in 1965 enables the Supreme Command at
its own discretion to suspend the political rights of any citizen for upto ten years, and increased presidential powers to declare a 'state of si.ge'.Under a state of siege, the ?resident may 'oblige persons to reside in aparticular place', detain suspects 'in buildings not intended for personsconvicted of common crimes', and suspend the rights of freedom of assemblyand of association. In 1971, the government explained that the country
was, in effect, at war, in which case these conditions would apply; but,in practice, these powers were already in use.

The Fifth Institutional Act (1971) enabled the President to issuecomplementary acts, and allowed the suspension of habeas corpus, 'in casesof political crimes against the national security, the social. and economic•
order and the consumer economy'. A further Act imposed the death penaltyfor the crime of 'psychological warfare and revolutionary or subversive war'.

The government, then, has a carte blanche for any measure it thinksnecessary. It is important, however, to note that most of these laws onlygave port hoc 'justification' for practises already in use. Many prisonersare tried for offences committed before the present regime made the actionsin question illegal.

Judicial procedure

A political suspect may be held or arrested by any one of a largenumber of agencies, all of which are to some extent autonomous, and whichare in competition with each other. Such agencies are: the political
police force of each state in the Federation; the Air Force; CENIMAR
(the Counter-Espionage service of the Marines); OOPS (the secret police),and Operation Bandeirantes. All of these agencies practise torture
and ignore the rules relating to the holding of prisoners formulated by
the government, which are in any case repressive and self-contradictory.The government has recently made some attempts to eliminate the quasi-
autonomous power of these agencies, but under the present circumstances,the phrase 'judicial procedure' has little annlication.
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Once a suspect has been detained, he may be subject to a'police investigation'. According to Article 18 of the Code of Military
Penal Procedure, introduced by the regime in January 1970, the accused may
be held, during the pence investigation, for up to thirty days. This period
may be prolonged by'twenty days. The arrest:must be communicated to the
competent judicial authorities. In practice, these provisions may be ignored.It is alleged that during this period the suspect is subjected to
torture.. After having 'confessed', the .prisoner may be sent to DOPS - the
secret police - where the case against him is more fully prepared. Those who
refuse to sign the statements of cross-examination without which the
prisoner will not go for trial - are again tortured. Once the 'evidence'
has been prepared, the suspect may either be held in prison, or is kept nearer
at hand so that 'interrogation' may be conveniently continued.

The next stage consists of a hearing before a military tribunal,
consisting of four military judges, and one civilian judge. The detailed
conduct of the trial depends largely on the latter; the former vote only on
any request for bail, and on the sentence.

Once the case has reached the military tribunal, a lawyer can at last
be informed, and may ask permission to visit his client.

Article 390 of the Code of Military Penal Procedure provides that the
hearing should be terminated within fifty days from the judge's decision'to
prefer charges after.the aequsation has been brought by the Procurer. The
Procurer himself has five days in which to bring accusations forward, and the
judge has fifteen days in order to decide whether the case should go forward
to trial or should be dismissed.

The trial should, therefore) _be completed withina maximum peiipd of
seventy days. iThese regulations, hoWever, are ignored; hundreds of prisoners
have been Waiting for trial for more than two years.

The trial itself consists of four public hearings; cross-examination of
the accused, of the witnesses for the prosecution, of witnesses for the defence,
and the verdict. Appeals may be made to the Supreme Military Court at the
request of the persecution as well as the defence.

Witnesses for the prosecution are generally police officals, often the
very same men who have tortured the prisoner, and who state that the accused
signed the relevant statements of his own free will and without coercion.However, on some occasions, prosecution witnesses have not been
policemen , and some witnesses have withdrawn their statements made to the
police .under nressure. Such witnesses have been threatened with
proceedings for perjury if they do not confirm their statements, and even
confined in an empty room, in order to 'refresh their memories'. Few
witnesses dare to resist such coercion, and the court obtains the 'evidence'
which it demands. On one occasion, a prisoner was 'identified' by a witness
as responsible for a crime committed three months after his arrest.

Lawyers no longer present witnesses for the defence, since such
witnesses are later seizedby the police, in order to 'explain their
sympathy for the accused'.
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V. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT

The governor of the state of Sao Paulo has attested tO the fact thatprison conditions are poor and has denounced the fact. Three Dominican
fathers adopted by.Amnesty International, and held in Presidio Tiradentes inSao Paulo, are held in a cell which measures 6 by 2.5 metres; there ciss no
light or ventilation, and in summer, the temperature reaches over 40 centigrade,Toilet facilities are primitive and are located within the cell. Religiousservices are not provided for the prisoners.

Cells are on the whole overcrowded; in Presidio Tiradentes, there arecollective, cella ranging between 6 and 50 people, and the prisoners areallowed about &le hour of exercise a week. Presidio Tiradentes is on the wholeconsidered better than Casa de Detencao, another Sao Paulo prison wherepolitical prisoners are held.

As noted, reports of torture in the prisons have been received from
several sections of Brazil, but do tend to emanate principally from the
Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Recife areas.

Allegations of torture include teports of savage and prolonged beating,electric shock treatment and mock executions. The most notorious prisons
in this regard are the Isle Grande Prison, and the Ilha das Flores, bothnear Rio de Janeiro. The latter has been used as a political prison andinterrogation centre since 1964, while Isle Grande was reportedly used asa political prison in the time of the Vargas dictatorship of 1935-45.

Undoubtely, torture is widespread and commonly accepted in Brazil, andits practice has been admitted by a junior government minister. It is
surely only necessary to point out here that the numerous reports receivedby Amnesty International and by other international •organisations have
included the most horrifying examples of their kind received from anywherein the world.



PARAGUAY

NUMBER OF PRIS^NEPS

1. Total number of political prisoners: There arc at least 150 long-term
political prisoners, and probably at least as many detained without trinl
for short periods at any cv,iven time. The majority are probably prisoners
of conscience.

ii. Number of adopted prisoners: 22. There are in addition 11 cases under
investigation by Amnesty groups. These figures reflect the number ofprisoners for whom adequate information is available.

RECENT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Paraguay is a landlocked republic with a population of 2.4 millions,
mainly of mixed Spanish and Guarani Indian origin. It is an essentially
agricultural country, and the standard of living of the majority of the
population is extremely low. 52% of the arable land is held by 145 proprietors
of large estates (latifundias) and the landless peasants have an annual average
wage of below $200, functional illiteracy runs at 75% of the total population,
and educational and public health provisions are minimal. Meat production
(Paraguay's main export industry) and the potential oil-producing areas are con-
trolled by foreign investors,. primarily American. Unemployment is officially
estimated at 100,000, and over half a million Paraguayans have emigrated since
1945 - mainly to Argentina and Uruguay - to obtain employment. The low level
of economic development results from the disastrous wars which have twice
decimated Paraguay's male population (the War of the Triple Alliance against
Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil of 1865-7 and the Chaco Wars against Bolivia
of 1932-35) and the absence of any stable progressive government. Paraguay's
political history consists of a series of short-lived civilian presidencies
and military dictatorships; 39 Presidents held office between 1870 and 1954,
and the majority were imprisoned, murdered or exiled before completing their
term of office. A. bitter civil war in 1947 was followed by six ineffective
presidencies until in 1954 General Alfredo Stroessner was elected President;
his regime has provided a period of sustained and entirely repressive
dictatorial rule. Paraguay began receiving American aie during the Second
World War; a number of large-scale development projects are underway, and the
U.S. has contributed to the creation of a well-equipped army and advised on the
suppression of Communist guerilla movements. Although the U.S. is embarrassed
by the Stroessner regime she has shown neither the will nor the ability to
alter its totalitarian policies.

Paraguay is governed under a dictatorial constitution which gives the President
(who appoints the Executive from members of the ruling Colorado Party) absolute
powers; the 1940 Constitution. was revised in 1967 by the National Constituent
Assembly and the President's discretionary control was increased. A state of
emergency was declared on General Stroessner's gaining office in 1954, and has
only been lifted to nermit his re-election; in 1967, the Constitution was
amended to enable his fourth re-election. There are a number of legal political
parties in addition to the Colorado Party, the principal legal opposition being
the Liberal Party, which (like the Colorado) is a conservative narty founded at
the end of the last century.

In the early 1960's, in resnonse to American nressure, candidates belonging tc
parties other than the Colorado were allowed for the first time to contact
Congressional elections. The Liberal Party split between those who refused to
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co-operate and the 'New Liberals' who agreed to form a loyal oppositioncccupying 22 •f elle 60 eezlts in C-pera7c: ;rreceeetive 0 T th,. number of gni:cast. In practice, Congress is pewerlesa, and the Colorado Party controlsthe executive, government contracts, and nrofessional advancement. Otherlegal opposition parties arc the. FebrerisLas (who now ciaim to te SocialDemocrat) and a small Christian Democrat Party, whose leaders were expelledin 1969. Members of 11 political parties have been imprisoned'or arrested,including 300 members of the Colorar!.o Party who were decained for interroeatiepin September 1970 following. an. alleged attempt on the President's life.

The illegal opposition contains the Communist Party, the MOPOCO (a breakawayColorado faction), the United Liberation Front and the Movement of the 14th ofMay, all of which have participated in guerilla raids from Argentina. Thearmy had little difficulty in suppressing these disorganised attacks, whichhave decreased in frequency since the early '60's; one contributory factoris the fact that 707, of the population live within a radius of 100 miles ofAsuncion, the capital, and the sparsely-populated frontier is relatively easilypatrolled.

The press, trade unions, the university and the Church have been subject toGovernment interference and all radical opposition is suppressed. TheParaguayan Federation of Workers called a general strike in 1958 in an attemptto obtain higher wages during a period of rapid inflation. The strike wasbroken and three of its leaders are still in detention without trial. TheFederation was eaken over by the government and those union officials able toescape have formed an exile organization in Montevideo. Recently the Catholictrade unions have come under attack. Newspapers criticizing the government'epolicies are banned. In the last fey years, the Church has played anincreasingly prominent part in criticizing the regime, and the Archbishop ofAsuncion has condemned political detention without trial. This has provokedsevere reprisals; priests and nuns have been interroeated and often subjectedto maltreatment, sanctuary has been violated, and the culminating act ofharrassment in 1971 (the arrest of a Uruguayan apostolic delegate on thespecious charge that he was a Tupamaro urban guerilla, and his deportationafter being subjected to torture) led to the Archbishop's excommunicating theMinister of the Interior and the Chief of Police. Catholic educationalestablishments, youth organizations and trade unions. have been raided.

III. ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS

According to the available information, political prisoners come from allsocial classes and all political parties, but most long-term prisoners are ofworking class or campesino origin. Middle class prisoners are perhaps lesslikely to be subjected to indefinite detention, but the three longest-servingpolitical prisoners are Professors Antonio Maidana and Julio Rojas and anaccountant, Alfredo Alcorta, who were the leaders of the 1958 general strike.Maidana has been held in defiance of a court order for his release, and Rojasand Alcorta have remained in prison without trial since the expiration oftwo-year sentences under Law 294. An analysis of fiftyprisoners detained inAsuncion shows that all occupations and.social classes are represented: theyinclude 9 members of the professions, 9 government servants and clerks, 3shopkeepers, 14 manual workers, 5 nolicemen and soldiers, and 3 students.A disturbingly high proportion of prisoners appear to have been detained solelybecause of their familial relationship with other detainees or with suspectswho are in exile. There are at leasteight women prisoners. Amnesty's recordcshow that 3 prisoners have been held since 1958, 6 since 1959-60, 8 since1961-3, 32 since 1964-5, 9 since 1966-7, 13 since 1968-9, and 23 since 1970or 1971, (lists of June 1971). These arrests can be related to the 1958 generalstrike, to guerilla activity in the early 1960's, and to the recent ferment in



the Church and University, but many arrests appear to have been made on an
entirely arbitrary basis.

There is no means of establishing how many people are detained for
short periods of interrogation (which may be accompanied by torture) or of
the number of peasants who may be detained in remote rural areas.
Violence

Violence has often seemed the only recourse of the opposition, but
guerilla raids in the 1950's and early 1960's were badly organized and easily
suppressed bv the army. There have been a number of alleged assassination
attempts against the President but there is no evidence of increasing violence
and to date (March 1972) there have been no instances of political kidnapping
or reports of urban guerilla activity.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

1. Laws under which most en le are imprisoned
Under the state of emergency (imposed under Article 52 of the 1940

Constitution and Articles 79 and 181 of the 1967 Constitution) which has been
in force since 3954 the President may order the arrest of suspected persons.
The guarantees against arrest without warrant and of habeas cor us, which
appear in both constitutions, have been ignored by the Govcrnment and prisoners

are detained indefinitely without trial. The Courts have ruled on a number of
occasions that the state of emergency does not invalidate judicial proceedings

and this principle was specifically included in the 1967 Constitution. However
the Government has consistently ignored it, and prisoners who have obtained
habeas cor us rulingsin the courts have been re-arrested immediately.Although all political prisoners are detained without trial, there are
laws proscribing the Communist Party or any other subversive organizations.
Law 294 of 1955 makes membership of the Communist Party, or any other organization

seeking the violent overthrow of the existing regime a criminal offence, and
gives the Government wide powers to close down any newspaper, educational
establidiment, or other organization furthering the aims of the Communist Party,

or of affiliated groups. Tle Government has frequently closed down newspapers

and quasi-political organizations, but has almost never ordered a prosecution
under this law, In September 1970 a new Law for the Defence of Public Orler
and Individual Liberty provided draconian penalties including cumulative
sentences for participating in illegal activities, and also laid down heavy
sentences for kidnapping. No persons subsequently arrested have been tried.Judicial Procedure

Although judges are appointed by the Executive the Courts have ordered
the release of a number of prisoners who have been able to apply for writs of
habeas cor us; such prisoners have been re-arrested immediately; the Government

has consistently ignored judicial interference in the detention of political
prisoners.

Administrative Detention
All political prisoners are administrative detainees. Two prisoners held
since 1958 have been detained since the expiration of the two-year sentences
imposed upon them. Detention is applied arbitrarily and indefinitely (see III).



iv. Exile

The provisions of the state of emergency empower the President to deportindividuals from the country, and most of the few released prisoners have beenferried across the Paraguay River into Argentina. Individuals are also sometimesexiled after interrogation. In 1971 the Socialist Government in Chile offeredasylum to Paraguayan political prisoners.

V. House Arrest. Restrictions on Freedom of Movement

The state of emergency provides for the President's control over individualmovement. The 1966 Report mentions one individual being confined to a smalltown outsideAsuncionand further information suggests that this penalty isoccasionally used, especially with military prisoners.

vi. Death Penalty

The Constitutions of 1940 and 1967 lay down that no-one can be sentencedto death for political reasons. However deaths among prisoners have beenreported as a result of torture or neglect.

V. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT

Political prisoners in Paraguay are detained under exceptionally bad con-ditions, far worse than those of common criminals. A few prisoners are detainedat the Penitentiary Labour Camp at the Batillon de Segwidad in the suburb ofTucunbu, but the majority of priscners are held in cells attached to policestations in Asuncion. The cells are overcrowded, unventilated, have no sanitationand no light; food is inadequate, and prisoners depend on relatives for sufficientfood to keep alive; many contract tuberculosis, dysentry, and deficiency diseases.There is well-established evidence of the practice of torture, and of sexualassaults.on women prisoners. There have been a number of hunger strikes inprotest against these appalling conditions, to which the police have retaliatedby the curtailment of visiting hours (at best, only 15 minutes once a week) andaccording to one source the recent escape of two prisoners from a particularpolice station led to.the shackling of prisoners.

Little is known about prison conditions outside Asuncion. The 1966 Report onPrison Conditions suggests that some survivors of guerilla raids in the 1950'sand early 1960's•may be held in the Pena Hermosa, an island prison on theParaguay River, although the concentration camps set up by the army in theremoter.regions during this period had been closed.


